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By 
David Court 
A B S T R A C T 
This paper t r i e s ta answer a number of basic questions about 
soc ia l science in East A f r i ca : What are the d i s t inc t i ve character ist ics 
of East African soc ia l science? How have these changed over time? How 
i s soc ia l science organized and supported? Through what channels does i t 
express i t s e l f ? Who are i t s producers and consumers? What have been i t s 
achievements and l imitations? What factors have been most responsible 
f o r conditioning the pattern of i t s emergence, growth and di f fusion? 
The paper begins by looking at the history of soc ia l science 
in East A f r ica . I t then summarizes some of the outstanding features of 
the soc ia l science community—its interests , s t y l e , organization and 
quality—and proceeds to a tentat i ve assessment of the general impact 
of soc ia l science. This i s fol lowed by an examination of the three 
relat ionships which have been especial ly important in shaping the general 
pattern of soc ia l science ac t i v i t y and in accounting f o r interest ing 
variat ions within i t—those with government, the university and technical 
assistance agencies. Final ly the analysis i s used as the basis f o r a 
summary of outstanding issues and a project ion of l i k e l y future trends-
There is an attempt throughout to emphasize the inf luence of changing 
concepts of development upon soc ia l science ac t i v i t y and to draw 
instruct ive comparisons between Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda. While the 
paper i s descr ipt ive the overa l l purpose i s less that of providing a 
d e f i n i t i v e picture of soc ia l science endeavour than of understanding 
the soc ia l context in which i t exists and of asking which aspects have 
had most inf luence on i t s development. 
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THE IDEA OF SOCIAL SCIENCE IN EAST AFRICA: 
• 
AN ASPECT OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION* 
* -
SECTION I 
•• • ' i 
1. SOCIAL SCIENCE AND THE PROCESS OF TRANSFER 
Embedded in the academic inheri tance of the University of East 
A f r i ca was the idea of soc ia l science: f a i th in that d i s t i n c t i v e form of 
i n t e l l e c t u a l enterpr ise which aims tu advance understanding of soc ia l 
behaviour and ins t i tu t i ons through the accumulation of a systematic body of 
knowli-xige. The years s ince the establishment of the University of East 
A f r i c a in 1963 have seen the growth of soc ia l science departments and 
research units at the successor national un i ve r s i t i e s in Kenya, Tanzania 
and Ltjanda, which were founded in 1970, and the emergence of a se l f -consc ious 
community of scholars who are committed t o the development and appl icat ion 
of knowledge about East A f r i can soc i e ty . [nis' ptiper aims to describe 
some of the main charac te r i s t i c s of East Afr ican soc ia l science and the 
community producing i t and t o i d e n t i f y some of the condit ions which account 
f o r the observed patterns.^" 
Two considerations provide the i n t e l l e c t u a l context and j u s t i f i c a t i o n 
f o r t h i s purpose. In the f i r s t place the emergence of soc ia l science in 
East A f r i ca i s an aspect of a broad process of i n s t i tu t i ona l t rans fe r whereby 
forms of i n t e l l e c t u a l a c t i v i t y have become established in se t t ings which 
This paper has bene f i t t ed from the comments of Edward Sh i l s , Joel 
Barkan and Goran Hyden. 
1. Helpful previous work on East A f r i can soc ia l science includes: Coleman, 
James S . , "Some Thoughts on Applied Soc ia l Research and Training in A f r i can ' 
Un i ve r s i t i e s " , The A f r i can Review. I I , 2 (Apr i l 1972), pp 289-307; Ktezrui, A l i 
P o l i t i c a l Values and the Educated Class in A f r i c a (London Heinemann 1978); 
Kabwegyere, Tars is B. , "What kind of Soc ia l Science in A f r i c a ? " , paper presented 
t o the H i s t o r i c a l Assoc iat ion of Kenya Annual Conference, December 1970; K i l l i c k , 
Anthony J. The Economies of East A f r i c a : An Annotated Bibliography with an In t r o -
ductory SurvRv. I Rnct-nn ny Mai i , iQ-7fil- Anyang Nyongo, "The Teaching of the 
Socia l Sciences ~Irf East ' A f r i c a : An Evaluation Report " , (Dakar: Council f o r the 
Development of Economic and Soc ia l Research in A f r i c a , December, 1978); Mujaju, 
Aki'ki B. , " P o l i t i c a l Science and P o l i t i c a l Science Research in A f r i c a " , The 
Afr ican R r^ 'p w . IV , 3 (July 1974), pp 339-358. 
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d i f f e r markedly from those in which they orig inated. Examination of the 
process of adaption to a new environment can help to reveal some of the 
Inherent qua l i t i es of the ins t i tu t ion i t s e l f and permit general izat ions about 
the conditions necessary f o r the i r sustenance. Social science, l i k e 
natural science before i t , h i s t o r i ca l l y has developed at a ser ies of 
d i f f e r en t centres where the conditions have been most favourable over a 
given period of time. Elsewhere i t s evolution has been inspired by imi ta-
3 
t i on , competition, r e j e c t i on or adaption. Whatever the main source of 
motivation, the result ing process involves interplay between fac to rs 
responsible f o r bringing socia l science to the new environment and those 
f o rces in the home sett ing which determine the forms in which i t i s able to 
take root . The notions of socia l science ava i lab le f o r export are well 
known. They const i tute the accumulated scholarly inheritance of the 
industr ia l world. Equally fami l iar are the vehicles of transmission—the 
v i s i t i n g professors, the students returning home from overseas t ra in ing , 
Government importation of prest ig ious models, and the packages proferred by 
technical assistance agencies. By contrast we have very l i t t l e systematic 
information, at least f o r A f r i ca , about the internal process of response 
which decides the forms of soc ia l science that emerge, evolve and pers i s t , 4 or indeed about the univers i t i es which nourish and accomodate them. 
2. The conditions in which in t e l l e c tua l l i f e can ex is t and grow contribute 
to a central theme in the writ ings of Edward Shi ls . For i t s appl icat ion to 
Third World countries see Shi ls , Edward The In te l l e c tua l s and the Powers, (Chi-
cago, University of Chicago Press, 1972) pp 85-94 and 335-4C., and "The Implantation 
of Univers i t ies : Re f l ec t ions on a Theme of Ashby", Univers i t ies Quarterly XXII.2 
(March 1968) pp 142-166. The outstanding study of th i s process with respect to 
un ivers i t i es remains Ashby, Eric, Univers i t ies : Br i t i sh . Indian. A fr ican: A Stud^ 
in the Ecology of Higher Education, Cambridge, Harvard University Press 1966J, 
Especial ly relevant to the t rans fer of soc ia l science and the concerns of th i s 
paper i s another exercise in the sociology of research: Streeten Ffeul "Some 
Problems in the Use and Transfer of an In te l l e c tua l Technology" International Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development, The Social Sciences and Development, (Washinc -
ton 1974) and Eisemon Thomas, "Educational Transfer : The Social Ecology of 
Educational Change", Teachers Col lege llecora CXXVIII 3 February 1975) pp 359-369, 
3. Ben-David, Joseph, The Sc ient i s ts Role in Soc ie ty : A Comparative Review. 
(Eriglewood C l i f f s New Jersey, Prentice Hal l , 1971). 
4. There are several studies of university students at Afr ican univers i t ies 
but few which concentrate on the university ins t i tu t i on i t s e l f . One which does i s 
Van den Berghe P ierre , L. , Power and P r i v i l e ge at an Afr ican University. (London,^ 
Routledge and Kegan Raul, 1973). Among those works which do analyse th' universit; 
in East A f r i ca are Court, David "The Experience of Higher Education in East A f r i ca : 
the University of Dar es Salaam as a New todel", Comparatj \/r Education XI, 3 (Oct. 
1975) pp 193-218; Rastad, Svein-Eric, "Issues of University Development in East 
A f r i c a " , (M.A. Thesis University of Nairobi, 1972); Southhall Roger, Fpderalism 
and Higher Education in East A f r i ca . (Nairobi , East Afr ican Publishing House, 
1974), 
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The second and more topica l impetus to considering the state of social 
science in East Afr ica stems from i t s relevance to the current worldwide 
debate about the ro l e of higher education in national development and the 
place of social science in th is . In the past seven years, increasing 
disquiet has arisen about the performance of higher education in re la t ion 
to a view of development which emphasizes mass welfare and the redistr ibu-
tion of resources rather than the advancement of special ized technology and 
undifferentiated economic growth. Recognition of the urgency of meeting-
such fundamental human needs as food, health, shelter and cultural autonomy 
have raised questions about the u t i l i t y and appropriateness of higher 
education, about the kinds of social science which are being pursued, and 
5 
about the socia l r espons ib i l i t i e s of social sc ient is ts . 
In the context of debate about the future of higher education, the 
social science a c t i v i t i e s of univers i t ies have been subjected to several 
contrasting viewpoints. In the f i r s t place, social science has been seen 
actually or potent ia l ly as a major means of mitigating the divorce from 
society and developmental irrelevance f o r which higher education generally 
has been castigated. This view stresses the extent to which social 
science i s a universal technology which, with l o ca l - spec i f i c modif ications, 
can contribute to the understanding of the social conditions necessary f o r 
increased product iv i ty , improved public welfare and hence the solution of 
Q 
fundamental problems of underdevelopment. Set against th is view i s a 
critique of socia l science which has always been associated with i t s 
evolution but i s now being expressed with new intensity and more strident 
tone. In the past, c r i t i c a l questions had a reformist inspirat ion and 
asked about such issues as the legitimacy of i t s s c i e n t i f i c pretensions, 
the risks of i t s cultural spe c i f i c i t y and unstated assumptions and the 
uti l i ty of i t s quantitat ive formulations. Stimulated by the "dependency" 
approach to the study of underdevelopment, such questions have taken more 
radical shape in arguing that in most forms socia l science has become 
alienated from loca l economic and socia l r e a l i t i e s and a commodity monopo-
by a few and hence, i t i s argued, l i t t l e more than a part of an 
5. See for example, Leys, Colin, "The Role of the University in an Under-
developed Country", .Journal of Eastern African Research and Development 
1 (December 1971), pp 29-40. 
A lucid statement of th is posit ion i s contained in Coleman, J.S t op. c i t 
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apparatus of cultural dominance and e l i t e entrenchment, 
Both the views which have been crudely summarized treat social science 
as a means to the achievement of r e la t i ve l y immediate improvements in human 
well-being. Both, in consequence, present social science as an aid to 
hard-pressed Governments which are seeking a l l the actual arid symbolic 
assistance they can f ind to demonstrate the i r commitment t o the task of 
development. They d i f f e r principal ly in the i r assessment of whether 
material improvements are best achieved through a dispersed, widely 
accessible knowledge and participatory methods for i t s acquisit ion, or 
whether the specialized quality of the knowledge confines i t inevi tably to 
a r e l a t i v e l y small number of highly trained pract i t ioners. A third approach 
does not view a day-to-day concern with pract ical tasks of development as 
the proper purpose of social science. Rather, social science i s part of 
the c lassical function of in te l l ec tua ls—to r e f l e c t on and interpret events 
and to ask the fundamental questions about society and the rules which 
govern i t . 
I'he dist inct ions which have just been made are gross over s impl i f i ca-
tions of complex positions but they do suggest a general context from which 
to consider the ro l e of social science in East A f r ica . The tension between 
the pract ical and the in te l l ec tua l conceptions has been a consistent thread 
in the short history of East African social science. The trend throughout 
most of th is period has been the reorientat ion of social science from a 
predominantly individual inte l lectual enterprise to the service of govern-
ment and increasingly inst i tut ional forms, although very recently as w i l l 
be shown there are signs of the resurgence of individual scholarship. The 
history of social science in East A f r i ca i s the story of the formation of 
an academic community under conditions in which the centre of gravity has 
moved from individuals to government. 
Social Sn wnr-p f |\jRw, „ l SJ, ^ ? 2 ) a n ? Blackburn Robin feds . Ideology in 
a chapter 'ent i t led "Cultural b ^ ^ ^ n c y 
Educated Class" in M.zrui Al A £ f b r a t l o n a n d t h e Culture of the 
(London Heineman" 1978^ P P ^ • f ^ l Educated Class in Africa, 
of the issue i s contninLh n^ b r i e f b u t Part icular ly pointed expression 
In i t i a t i on into S Cu I tTz l ^ SciBntiat m YdU?! A" and Develonmpnt VI i f l . n l Dependence", Journal of East African Research 
sciences S i n t n J ^ J ^ ' P P ' 8 ^ 8 8 ' T h e w i t h t h e natural 
and PevR] nnmpnf? t o hooper Charles (ads ) , Science, Technolog,, 
l o r i e s , ' ^ ( L o n d o T r f e ^ T T ^ 1-TB ^ " " U n d ^ d R " R l 
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Within a framework defined by these considerations, th is invest igat ion 
of the emergence of social science starts from two main assumptions about 
the diffuse phenomenon which i s the object of enquiry. In the f i r s t place 
i t assunes that, f o r a l l i t s l imitat ions, social science could be a useful l 
aid for understanding the process of development. I t s u t i l i t y l i e s in i t s 
character as a d i s t inc t i ve means of understanding problems, based on 
systematic observation and analysis and distinguished from other forms of 
enquiry by i ts methodology and standards of v e r i f i ca t i on . At the same 
time, and secondly, the way in which i t develops and the kind of contribu-
tion which i t i s able to make depends upon the influence of i t s surrounding 
social conditions. Because in East Afr ica these conditions d i f f e r markedly 
from those in which social science was indigenous, much can be learned from 
examining how i t has been influenced by these conditions. Viewing social 
science as a body of knowledge which di f fused from certain western centres 
to East African univers i t ies focuses attention on the conditions which have 
determined the forms of i t s adaption, persistence and impact. 
A number of central questions guide t ' .e search f o r these conditions 
and their e f f e c t : What are the d i s t inc t i ve character ist ics of East African 
social science? How have these changed over time? How i s social science 
organized and supported? Through what channels does i t express i t s e l f ? 
Who are i ts producers and consumers? What have been i t s achievements and 
limitations? What factors have been most responsible f o r conditioning the 
pattern of i ts emergence, growth and di f fusion? 
In trying to answer these questions, the paper begins by looking at the 
history of social science in East A f r i ca , as so much of i t s present 
character is only understandable by reference to the manner and timing of 
i ts introduction. The paper then summarizes some of the outstanding 
features of the social science community—its interests , s t y l e , organization 
and quality—and proceeds to a tentat ive assessment of the general impact 
of social science. This i s followed by an examination of the three 
relationships which have been especial ly important in shaping the general 
pattern of social science ac t i v i t y and in accounting f o r interest ing 
variations w. nin i t—those with government, the university and technical 
assistance agencies. Final ly the analysis i s used as the basis f o r a 
sunmary of outstanding issues and a project ion of l i ke l y future trends in 
tne development of social science in East A f r i ca . There i s an attempt 
-roughout to emphasize the inf luence of changing concepts of development 
upon social science ac t i v i t y and to draw instruct ive comparisons between 
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Kenya, Tanzania and Uganda, While the paper i s descriptive the overall 
purpose is less that of providing a d e f i n i t i v e picture of social science 
endeavour than of understanding the social context in which i t exists and 
of asking which aspects have had most influence on i t s development, 
I I . THE ORIGINS OF EAST AFRICAN SOCIAL SCIENCE 
The present pattern of social science ac t i v i t y i s at one level 
simply a product of the expansion of higher education. H/bre fundamentally, 
i t reflects the interact ion between changing inte l lectual trends and the 
pressures and p r i o r i t i e s of local conditions. Several important trends are 
discern ble in this h is tor ica l interact ion. In the f i r s t place, there has 
been a steady expansion in the volume of social science work and in the 
number of East Africans doing i t . Imported social science had i ts origins 
in the Makerere Inst i tute of Social Research which was founded in 1948 and 
developed a strong t rad i t ion of study in social anthropology associated with 
the work of Dr Audrey Richards, the l a t e Lloyd Fal lers and Professor Aidan 
Southall, In 1958 the permanent s t a f f of the Inst i tute consisted of nine 
anthropologists, one soc io log is t and one economist. In the HnllRaR itsel f 
at this time the displ ines of p o l i t i c a l science, economics and sociology 
shared a grand to ta l of eight s t a f f members and were l i t t l e more than 
courses in the Department of Social Studies which in turn was part of the 
Faculty of Arts and Sciences. This apportionment of resources compared 
with the Department of English, Geography, History and Religious Studies, 
which ha: twenty-seven s t a f f posit ions between them. At this time there 
9 
were two East African s t a f f members of, the Faculty of Arts and Sciences. 
The emphatic recognition of social science as distinct from the arts 
and humanities dates from the foundation of the University of East Africa in 
1963. At this time a Faculty of Social Sciences was created consisting of 
8, Uganda provides an example of an established institution, Makerere, faced 
with the degeneration of the p o l i t i c a l and economic order which surrounds i t . 
Although in the long run i t may o f f e r important insights into the conditions of 
institutional survival the extremity of present disorder and the dif f iculty of 
getting information on precise ly what remains at IVbkerere prevents meaningful 
comparison with the s i s t e r inst i tut ions . Most of our analysis hence concentrates 
on social science at the univers i t ies of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. 
9. Makerere University Col lege, Calendar, 1958. Social science throughout 
this paper refers to those d isc ip l ines concerned with the study of social be-
haviour and institutions. For the East African universities this means 
principally the a c t i v i t i e s of scholars in the departments of economics, sociology, 
political science, history, geography and the social science research institutes. 
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separate departments of Economics, Sociology and Po l i t i ca l Science and 
Public Administration, with the East African Inst i tute of Social Research 
also a constituent department of the Faculty. The organization of 
corresponding departments at Nairobi and Dar es Salaam set the stage for a 
development which nas resulted in the achievement of a f u l l range of socia l 
science departments and research inst i tutes at a l l three univers i t ies . 
The growth of soc ia l science departments in East Afr ica is summarized in 
Tabl2 1. 
Table Is THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE FACULTIES AT THE UNIVERSITIES 
OF NAIROBI AND DAR ES SALAAM 1964-1978 
University of Nairobi 
Undergraduate enrolment 
Graduate degrees awarded 
to Kenyans 
Social Science s t a f f 
positions 
Kenyans in soc ia l science 
staf f positions 
Kenyans as % of soc ia l 
science s t a f f 
1964 
113 
33 
5 
ig/o 
1970 
848 
4 
46 
21 
1976 
460 
17 
102 
50 
49% 
1978 
571 
28 
118 
67 
57°/o 
University of Dar es Salaam 
Undergraduate enrolment 90 
Graduate degrees awarded 
to Tanzanians — 
Social science s t a f f 
positions 16 
Tanzanians in soc ia l 
science s t a f f posit ions 1 
Tanzanians as % of soc ia l 
science s t a f f posit ions 6P/o 
955 
( 5 8 6 ) ' 
3 
107 
64 
60/o 
824 
( 5 1 6 ) ' 
52 
164 
79 
4GP/o 
995 
(686)' 
61 
194 
129 
Source: Annual Reports, Universit ies of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam-
Notes: 1. The Faculty of Arts and Social Science at Dar es Salaam includes 
the Departments of Education and Commerce whereas these are 
separate Facult ies at Nairobi. 
2. Excludes the Department of Education. 
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The l i s t of papers presented to the annual East Afr ican Social Science 
Conference over the period 1950 to 1973 provides an h i s to r i ca l picture of 
the expansion of socia l science research, the composition of i t s practitioners 
and the changes in i t s concerns and emphases. The expansion i s immediately 
apparent from the r e l a t i v e space devoted to the annual entr ies . In 1950, 
tor example, ten papers were presented and by 1973 the number had increased 
to 142. The steady increase in the number of East Afr ican scholars contri-
buting to th is work i s equally evident. In 1963, out of the 55 papers 
which were presented only one was by an East Afr ican author whereas by 1969 
32 out of 121 were by loca l authors and by 1973 the number had r isen to 
almost 1DD out of 142. 
Accompanying the expansion of soc ia l science came, secondly, increasing 
spec ia l i za t ion into d isc ip l ines and with i t changes in the type of problem 
studied, with a sh i f t away from anthropological invest igat ions-o f institu-
tions and pract ices in very small socia l units towards the study of broader 
issues of economic and socia l t op i ca l i t y on a national and regional scale. 
This sh i f t ing emphasis in the subject matter of socia l science i s also 
evidenced by the papers presented to the Social Science Conference. In 1950 
a l l ten papers which were presented then described micro-anthropological 
studies of small ethnic communities. By 1963, Conference papers had 
become divided into d isc ip l inary sections and since then the most significant 
trends have been the increase in the numbers devoted to recognized practical 
problems, a similar expansion of those based on survey research methods, and 
an expansion of the scope of concern from small communities to issues of 
national, regional and continental in te res t . The change in the decade after 
1958 can be portrayed by juxtaposing the f u l l l i s t of research papers 
presented to the Social Science Conference in 1958 against a selected sample 
of similar s i z e from those presented from d i f f e r en t d isc ip l ines in 1968. 
Along with the changes in d isc ip l inary approach and subject emphases 
in the 1960s came, th i rd l y , an important evolution of i t s perspective and 
methods. At the time of the foundation of the University of East Africa 
the dominant strain of soc ia l enquiry r e f l e c t ed the Br i t ish academic tradi-
t ion on which the University was based on emphasized the study of history, 
philosophy and anthropology. This t rad i t ion was s teadi ly supplemented and 
to some extent overshadowed by the "new" soc ia l science—rooted in the 
d isc ip l ines of economics sociology and p o l i t i c a l science—which emphasized 
theory building as the goal , individual behaviour as the unit of analysis 
10. Makerere Ins t i tu te of Social Research, Ins t i tu te Publications 1950-
1970, (Kampala, Makerere University 1972). 
11. Ib id . p. 7 and pp. 17-19. 
* — — — - — 
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and quantitative measurement as the form of assessment. The growth of 
this kind of soc ia l science was manifested in the t i t l e s of the new courses 
which appeared in university calendars, the new tex ts on which they were 
based and the increasing emphasis upon empirical and usually survey research. 
In po l i t i c a l science, f o r example, courses in p o l i t i c a l development and 
pol i t ical sociology appeared and such operating concepts as p o l i t i c a l culture, 
pol it ical soc ia l i za t ion and interest ar t i cu la t ion bespoke attent ion to the 
relationship between the p o l i t i c a l order and the at t i tudes end values of the 
populace which began t o impinge upon the ea r l i e r preoccupation with i n s t i -
tutions and the i r forms. The reading materials f o r these courses drew upon 
the swelling stream of l i t e r a tu r e on the p o l i t i c s of developing countries 
that grew out of the in t e l l e c tua l ferment in American p o l i t i c a l science and 
in which the work of David Apter, Gabriel Almond and James Coleman was most 
13 
prominent in r e l a t i on to Afr ican stuuxes. The interdependence of 
empirical research and general theory was a motivating premise f o r a 
succession of f i e l d studies in East A f r i ca which were carried out mainly by 
American scholars and graduate students and aimed t o apply part icular 
theoretical proposit ions in a cross cultural set t ing usually through the 
means of extensive sample surveys. For example, the Education and C i t i z en-
ship Project which was inaugurated in 1966 from Makerere involved a survey 
of 13,000 primary and secondary school students in Kenya, Uganda and 
Tanzania, 
The reasons f o r th i s sh i f t of emphasis in the content of soc ia l science 
are not hard t o i d e n t i f y . Most important was the fac t that the expansion 
of the international programs of American univers i t i es brought East A f r i ca 
into contact with the American soc ia l science t rad i t i on and approach tu 
higher education. At Makerere, f o r example, the Fulbright programme of 
support for v i s i t i n g professors, the ins t i tu t i ona l l ink with the University 
12. A deft and scholarly analysis of the in t e l l e c tua l mainsprings of th i s 
trend, including a comparison of the Br i t ish and North American socia l science 
traditions in r e l a t i on to the study of development, i s contained in Leys Colin 
'(eds) Pol i t ical and Change in Developing Countries (Cambridge University Press, 
1960) pp 1-12. 
••3. Apter David E. , The P o l i t i c s of Modernization, (Chicago, University Press, 
1965), Almond G.A, and Coleman J .S . , The Po l i t i c s of Developing Areas (Princeton, 
University Press, 1960). 
This project i s described and some resul ts presented in Prewitt Kenneth, 
-"ducation and P o l i t i c a l Values (Nairobi , East Afr ican Publishing House, 1971). 
Among other studies which have attempted to apply " p o l i t i c a l development" paradigms 
the East Afr ican context are Barkan Joe l , An Afr ican Dilemma; University 
Students Development and P o l i t i c s in Ghana Tanzania and Uganda (Nairobi Oxford 
versity Press 1975) and Hyden Goran. P o l i t i c a l Development in Rural Tanzania: 
West LakP Rhiriw (Nairobi , East Afr ican Publishing House, 1969). 
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of Chicago's Department of P o l i t i c a l Science and the programmes supported 
by the Ford and Rockefel ler Foundations carried a thin but steady stream of 
American social sc ient is ts to Makerere, and later to Nairobi and Dar es 
Salaam, and a broader flow of East Africans in the opposite direction for 
the purpose of overseas graduate training. The Rockefeller Foundation was 
the largest s ingle source of American support for the development of univer-
s i t y social science. In the decade 1963-1973, that Foundation contributed 
$10,000,000 in grants to socia l science departments at the three universi-
t i e s and, in addition, provided 85 scholarships for East Africans to pursue 
Ph.U study in a socia l science subject overseas and made i t possible for the 
univers i t ies to recruit 167 v i s i t ing socia l science professors during this 
15 
same period. Coterminous with the impact of American social science was 
the growing influence of empirical approaches at British universities— 
part icular ly those founded xn the expansion of higher education taking 
place in the 1960s—which continued to be the largest single source of 
university teachers in East Africa,, 
.. l, , i ... ...'. , i5i Mi i ' i r 
A central fact accounting for the enthusiasm with which the University 
of East Afr ica embraced the "new" socia l science was the belief of both i ts 
loca l and external promoters that i t o f fered the prospect of a body of 
knowledge which was relevant to understanding the issue of national develop-
ment with which the newly independent nations were heavily concerned. Thus, 
a fourth important h is tor i ca l trend in the development of social science 
has been i t s j u s t i f i c a t i on from the outset in terms of i ts perceived 
u t i l i t y for understanding and solving problems of development. For 
example, at the Como Conference in 1968 which brought together representa-
t i v es of the East African governments, the University and donor agencies— 
and in man ways charted the early course of development for the University— 
the case for socia l science was stated in these terms: 
A l l the Colleges regard research in the social science as of 
special importance, for three main reasons: i ts value in 
making avai lable information essential to economic development; 
i t s indispensabil i ty for "Afr icanis ing" the content of under-
graduate social science teaching; and i t s contribution to 
establishing a strong awareness of the richness of African l i f e 
and culture.-1-® 
15. Court David, Rockefel ler Foundation Assistance to Higher Education in East 
Afr ica 1963-1973: An Evaluation [New York. The Rockefeller Foundation 1974J 
16. Report of a Conference on the University of East Africa, held at the Villa 
•Serbelloni, Bel lagio, I t a l y , October 21-25, 1963, (Mimeograph, 1963). 
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Two years la ter the Atekerere Annual Report stated the case even more 
directly: 
Lying somewhere between what has been termed the two cultures, 
that of the technology of sciences and the arts , i s a third 
culture, the social sciences. Often th is i s not recognized f o r 
what among other things, i t i s—the instrumental basis of 
government, administration and development p lann ing .^ 
Echoing th is emphasis the succinctly stated ob ject ive of the Social 
SciRnce Council of Eastern A f r i ca , which in 1966 took over the annual socia l 
science conference, was to "promote the application of the soc ia l sciences 
to concrete problems of the social and economic development of Eastern 
18 
Africa". Again in 1969 a memorandum urging the importance of continued 
regional collaboration in the social sciences went out of i t s way to stress 
the practical u t i l i t y of social science by drawing on a lucid and f o rce fu l 
statement of the case for applied research. 
The social sciences can thus be seen as an instrument of both 
knowledge and act ion, not only for the dai ly management of 
society but f o r the preparation of long-term po l i c i e s . 
One:ntt:d to the: need', of r.ooiety ^nd part icular ly to thn demands 
of decision making bodies, the social sciences provide the 
information i u i .(•/.< >ry for better understanding of the conditions, 
implication:, and objective-::, of necessary adjustments and in t e r -
ventions— they furnish, in other words the indispensable 
elements f o r more c^scriminating and coherent courses of 
col lect ive action,, 
The most direct and substantial outcome of the u t i l i t a r i an rat ionale 
for social science was the establishment of applied socia l science research 
centres. The forerunner was the IVbkerere Ins t i tu te of Social Research 
which succeeded the ea r l i e r East African Ins t i tu te of Social Research in 
1965. This was fol lowed by the Ins t i tu te for Development Studi es at the 
University of Nairobi and the Economic Research Bureau in the same year and 
the Bureau of Resource Assessment and Land Use Planning at the University 
of Dar es Salaam in 1967. The work and impact of these centres are 
described later . The expressed need to which these units responded was f o r 
organized and pol icy relevant research on urgent economic and socia l problems 
of national development. These object ives were stated thus by the 
Principal of the University Col lege of Dar es Salaam at the time of the 
creation of the Economic Research Bureau: 
!?• Annual Report. Makerere University Col lege, 1965. 
18, Draft Constitution of the Social Science Council of East A f r ica (mimeo-
graph 1969). 
19. Draft Memorandum on Continued East Afr ica Regional Collaboration in 
Research and Training in the Social Sciences (mimeograph 1969). 
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To develop research a c t i v i t i e s in the subject in order to push 
further the knowledge of general economic questions of develop-
ing countries and to link the teaching of economics as closely 
as possible to East Afr ica and to assist in the solution of 
current economic problems of Government and business in 
Tanzania.20 
While the ut i l i ta r ian view of social science remains paramount, 
different trends are evident which although not always mutually consistent 
suggest a new phase. These trends r e f l e c t above a l l else shifts in global 
thinking about the character of development i t s e l f . They have been stimu-
lated by the extent to which fa i lures of the predicted development process 
in the past twenty years have led some scholars to look beyond the moderni-
zation paradigms which have dominated the study of development. The main 
common feature of the new thinking i s an emphasis on the relationship 
between development problems and characterist ics of the national and inter-
21 
national social structure. This has led to concentrated interest in the 
historical antecedents of present structures and the popularity of political 
economy and Marxist frameworks of analysis. The writings of Samir Amin 
have been particularly in f luent ia l in r e f l e c t ing and reinforcing this trend 
and within East Afr ica the work of Justinian Rweyemamu, Lionel C l i f f e , 
Colin Leys and John Saul has had a complementary impact, while Walter 
Rodney's book, How Europe Underdeveloped Afr ica , i s probably the single 
22 most widely read book in introductory social science courses. 
I I I . THE SOCIAL SCIENCE COMMUNITY 
Assessment of the quality and achievement of social science in 
East Africa is a part icular ly subject ive venture. To be complete i t 
requires a detailed content analysis of a wide range of work, a set of 
defensible assumptions about what the object of social science ought to be, 
a model of the process whereby knowledge i s translated into action and some 
precise criteria for deciding ways in which applied knowledge has made a 
difference. Such a task i s beyond the scope of th is paper, but i t is 
20. Letter from the Principal of the University College Dar es Salaam 1965. 
21. A comprehensive summary of th is in te l l ec tua l movement and i ts relationship 
to economic trends i s presented in the report of the First Inter-regional Meeting 
on Development, Research Communication and Education: Organization for Economic 
Cooperative and Development, The Development of Development Thinking, (Paris, 0«E. 
D. 1976) See for example: Amin Samir Accumulation on a World Scale (New York, 
Monthly Review Press 1973). 
22. Rweyemamu, Justinian, Underdevelopment and Industriali7ation in Tanzania: 
A Study of Perverse Capital ist Industrial Development (Nairobi, Oxford University 
Press, 1973); C l i f f e Lionel and Saul John. Socialism • n Tanzania (Nairobi East 
African Publishing House 1972); Leys, Colin, Underdevelopment -in Kenya: The 
Political Economy of Neocolonialism, (London, Heinemann 1975J; Rodney Walter, 
How Europe Underdeveloped Afr ica (Par es Salaam, Tanxania Publishing House 197 
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possible to identify some of the most evident characterist ics of the social 
science community and to suggest what have been some of i t s general achieve-
ments and problems. 
Structure 
East African social sc ient is ts can be divided into two main groups: 
those who hold positions in the soc ia l science departments and research 
institutes of the universities and those in the c i v i l serv ice and private 
sector who graduated from university soc ia l science departments. It is 
di f f icult to estimate the precise s i ze of th is l a t t e r group but an indication 
can be gained from the f igures f o r those graduating from soc ia l science 
departments. For example, in 1978 one hundred and eighty f i v e students 
graduated from the University of Nairobi with a socia l science undergraduate 
degree and the corresponding f i gure f o r the University of Dar es Salaam was 
23 
184. In the same year 94 fu l l - t ime students and 21 part-time students were 
registered for an MA degree in the Faculty of Arts at the University of 
Nairobi. 13 percent of those completing an undergraduate soc ia l science 
degree at Nairobi concentrated the i r study in a s ing le subject f o r the last 
two years of the three-year degree (the so-cal led 3:1:1 degree) and for most 
this concentration involved a third-year thesis . This i s the group who are 
expected to obtain a high quality degree and provide the pool f o r postgraduate 
training and preferential se lect ion into the c i v i l serv ice. The importance of 
this wider group of social science graduates outside the University is that 
they constitute the informed public opinion and potent ia l ly supportive 
constituency for social science. Their contribution depends upon the manner 
in which they support and r e f l e c t soc ia l science in the i r work and in the extent 
to which they draw upon university soc ia l science. A l a t t e r section 
identifies some of the channels of communication and interact ion between those 
inside and those outside the university, but the soc ia l science community to 
which we refer here is that which i s located in the univers i t ies . 
The most visible achievement of East African soc ia l science has been 
the expansion and Africanization of socia l science departments. They have 
in the space of ten years developed from small expatriate-dominated enclaves 
into major university departments with a fragmentary expatriate component. 
he scope and pace of this expansion and changing composition are summarized 
in Table 1. Despite the impressive expansion one of the most notable 
23. Sources: University of Nairobi, "Summary of Undergraduate Student 
Population", (mimeograph, November 1978) and "Postgraduate Nominal Roll 
978/79 Academic Year", (mimeograph October 1978); University of Dar es Salaam, 
"Students Nominal Roll" (mimeograph, August 1978). 
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features of this university social science community is i ts small size. 
East African social sc ient is ts at the three universities number less than 
two hundred. Virtually a l l of th is number complete their BA degree 
within East Africa—and for the established f i r s t generation this was 
l\tekerere followed by an overseas Ph.D. Of those on the staff of the social 
science departments at the Universities of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam in 
1979, approximately 50 percent received the i r postgraduate training in the 
United States, 20 percent in Britain, a similar proportion at one of the 
"24 East African universities and the remainder elsewhere. 
The prime unit of teaching and administration is the discipline-based 
department which i s grouped with others in a Faculty of Arts and Social 
Science directed by a Dean. The degree structure is specialized. At 
Nairobi, for example, students study three subjects in the f i rs t year and 
either two or one f o r the remaining two years. The University of Dar es 
Salaam has a more complex structure which i s organized on the basis of 
vocational streams and includes a compulsory course throughout the three 
years in "Development Studies", but this s t i l l results in a more specialized 
programme of study than ex is ts , fo r example, in most American undergraduate 
25 
degrees, ' The most important feature of departmental organization is the 
concentration of administrative authority and responsibility in the person 
of the Head of Department. With a posit ion of the University Senate, 
control over research patronage and teaching allocations, and a determining 
voice in appointments and promotions, the Department Head dispenses valued 
resources and embodies s ign i f i cant authority. While the style of individual 
chairmen dif fers in terms of wil l ingness to delegate responsibility and 
engage in consultation, the hierarchical structure of the University 
administration and the prevai l ing chain of command ethos have tended to 
reinforce this system of personalized authority. There are few signs of 
the emergence of the contrasting pattern of departmental organization in 
which responsibilities including those of departmental leadership are 26 
distributed and rotate among a nunber of members of the Department. The 
University of Dar es Salaam has moved away from the British model of a 
24, Source: Calendars f o r the academic year 1978/79 for the Universities of 
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, 
25, This structure i s described in The University of Par es Salaam Calendar, 
1978/79. pp. 96-99. 
26, In contrasting a chairman-based form of organization with a departmental 
type Clerk describes the former as "the most important systematic source of 
personal authority in systems of higher education", Clark Burton R. , "Academic 
Differentiation in National Systems of Higher Education", Comparative Education 
Review. XXII 2 (June, 1978), p 245. 
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single Professor who i s automatically Head of the Department and in the past 
has had departments containing more than one professor. Both the Univer-
sities of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam have departments where the Head i s not 
a ful l professor and both have adopted the American pract ice of associate 
professorships with several such posit ions in each department. Nevertheless 
the picture of s t a f f posit ions i s a r e l a t i v e l y hierarchical one. Combining 
a l l Departments in the Faculty of Arts and Social Science at the Universit ies 
of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam we f ind that in 1979, for example, the academic 
positions were divided in the fol lowing pattern: 
Nairobi Dar es 
Professors 4 2 
Associate Professors 4 6 
Senior Lecturers 15 12 
Lecturers 32 30 
Assistant Lecturers 11 42 
Tutorial Fellows 10 15 
TOTAL 76 107 
Diversified ro les 
Social science i s probably a less exclusive vocation f o r most Of i t s 
Last African pract i t ioners than i t i s say in Europe or America. This i s 
because social sc i ent i s ts are subject to a variety of obl igat ions which are 
just as demanding as the social science r o l e . Among these demands are the 
financial r espons ib i l i t i e s to family and community which stem from educated 
status, the obl igat ions of the educated c i t i z en to put his ta lents at the 
service of government , and the demands from various non-governmental agencies 
for consultative serv ices . There are sharp d i f ferences between Nairobi and 
Dar es Salaam in the way in which these obl igat ions apply, but the i r e f f e c t 
upon social sc i ent i s ts i s similar in the two places. They produce a 
situation where social sc i ent i s ts are simultaneously engaged in a variety 
of di f ferent a c t i v i t i e s and where few see themselves as necessarily working 
in university-based soc ia l science for l i f e . 
A private economic ro l e i s prohibited f o r faculty members at the 
University of Dar es Salaam and i s f a i r l y universal at Nairobi where social 
scientists are engaged in an exot ic range of commercial ventures including 
the ownership of hotels , bars, abbatoirs, ranches and consulting companies! 
By contrast, d irect part ic ipat ion in government planning—beyond that made 
through teaching and research—is more pronounced at Dar es Salaam than at 
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Nairobi. But in both places the Heads of social science departments and 
research institutes were a l l , with one exception, members of at least two 
government committees or working groups in 1978. In both countries univer-
sity staff members have varying degrees of obligation to their wider family 
and home community which i s made more arduous by virtue of their educational 
status and national prominence. This i s probably more intrusive in Kenya 
than in Tanzania because the individual has relatively greater resources 
for disposal and because the idea of individual financial contributions to 
collective self-help is a more prominent feature of the political culture. 
Thus many faculty members of the University of Nairobi are involved in the 
management, organization and financing of self-help projects, especially 
27 the development of schools, in the i r home areas. 
In addition to the i r direct serv ice to government, social scientists 
are in demand as consultants to projects of various commercial and interna-
tional agencies- The re la t i ve l . small pool of social scientists, and the 
increasing demand from international agencies that projects make use of 
local as well as imported expertise, means that social scientists tend to 
be requested to provide advice across a wider functional area than their 
counterparts elsewhere- The result at the university is a tendency towards 
the dispersion of interests and attachments- For example, included among 
the published work of the longest standing member of the Political Science 
Department at the University of Nairobi are a diversity of topics ranging 
from the role of women in rural development to technical education, East 
African literature and po l i t i c a l theory, and present work includes a large 
scale study of arid land agriculture f o r the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
A by-product of the opportunity f o r diversi f ied experience within the 
university is a corresponding widening of scope for work outside the 
university. Movement by soc ia l sc ient is ts out of the university into other 
spheres of activity has been a steady trend. For example, of the East 
African social scientists on the s t a f f of the Universit es of Nairobi and 
Dar es Salaam in 197^ 30 percent are now working outside the university. 
27. This kind of ro le i s described in Godfrey, E. Martin and Mutiso, Cyrus G. , 
"The Political Economy of Sel f Help: Kenya's Harambee Institutes of Technology" 
Court, D. and Ghai, D. P. , (eds) Education, Society and Development: New 
Perspectives from Kenya. (Nairobi, Oxford University Press, 1974], pp. 243-274-
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Among different types of social sc ient ist economists have displayed the most 
rapid turnover and this can be i l lus t ra ted by looking at what has happened 
to those who obtained a Ph0D. degree in Economics at an overseas university 
on a Rockefeller Foundation scholarship in the period 1963-77, This 
group, numbering 40, contains a high proportion of the most outstanding 
undergraduate economibts of the past 13 years who were selected by the 
university as prospective members of s t a f f . Of th is highly selective 
28 
group, only eight or 20 percent are s t i l l working in a university. The 
explanation l ies in the scarcity value of economist . although i t is interest-
ing that the attrition rate i s similar for a l l three universities despite 
very different structures of a l ternat ive opportunity. The Ugandan academic 
economists have l e f t their country as well as the ir university and are 
mostly to be found in international agencies. In Kenya, the i r scarcity 
value is a capitalist economy has enabled economists to seek positions with 
salaries which the university cannot match, while in Tanzania were salaries 
are standardized throughout a public sector which includes the university 
and where few opportunities for pr ivate employment ex is t , university 
economists tend to have been seconded into Government planning positions. 
Regional identity 
Despite the well-publi u d i f ferences between the three East African 
countries at the present time, social sc ient is ts retain a strong sense of 
regional identity. It i s based on the fact that many s t a f f members of 
the social science departments share the common background of a f i rst 
degree at Ufakerere during the days of the University of East Africa. This 
sense has been heightened by the diaspora of Ugandan social scientists 
occasioned by political events in Uganda which has led many to positions in 
departments at the other two univers i t ies . For example, in 1979 at the 
University of Nairobi four members of the Department of Sociology and f ive 
members of the Department of Government were Ugandan "refugees". Others 
have gone to the Universities of Dar es Salaam, Zambia and several univer-
sities in Nigeria, 
The Social Science Conference which had been a most e f f ec t ive stimulus 
and means of regioral social science communication succumbed in 1975 as a 
result of the strains being experienced within the East African Community 
28, Court, "Scholarships and University Developments Some East African Issues" 
Higher Edurat.i nn. VIII 3 (September 1979), 
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which led to the demise of the Community two years l a t e r . The two immediate 
reasons for the end of the annual conference were the po l i t i c a l i ns tab i l i t y 
in Uganda including the destruction of Makerere as a serious centre of 
learning and the increasing divergence in p o l i t i c a l outlook, and consequent 
mutual suspicion, which developed between Kenya and Tanzania. The result 
was a severe curtailment of academic discourse between social sc ient is ts 
of the three countries. There are, however, a number of residual ways in 
which communication i s maintained in particular between Kenya and Tanzania 
and the wider region of East, Central and Southern A f r i ca . One means has 
been through the practice of exchanging external examiners f o r the degree 
examinations. A second important means has been through a group known as 
the East African Social Science Consultative Group. This group was formed 
in iyV4 by young social sc ient is ts who were aggrieved at the extent t o which 
conference and research opportunities were dominated by the elder statesmen 
of the profession—the department chairmen—who controlled the executive 
posit ions of the then exist ing East African Social Science Council which 
organized the annual conferences which have been re ferred t o . Since then, 
with f inancial support from the Ford Foundation, a small group of young 
scholars from the region have met per iod ica l ly for the purpose of presenting 
scholarly papers or discussing particular themes. Because of the demise 
of the ear l i e r Social Science Council and i t s annual conference, the 
Consultative Group has paradoxically, in view of i t s or ig ins, developed into 
the main established channel of regional social science communication. 
More recent ly, a new organization has emerged under the t i t l e of the 
South African Universit ies Social Science Council which has a wider 
geographical scope and more exclusive in te l l ec tua l focus than i t s predecessor 
organization. The t i t l e s of the two conferences which i t has so far 
planned, "The Po l i t i c s and Liberation of Southern A f r i ca " and "Imperialism 
and Class Struggle in A f r i ca " , are indicat ive of the increased importance 
of p o l i t i c a l economy as a central concern of East African social sc ient is ts . 
The v i t a l i t y of the indigenous social science community and i t s ab i l i t y 
to reproduce i t s e l f can be gauged by looking at several fac tors . Among 
the most relevant indicators are the volune and quality of research, the 
innovativeness of teaching, evidence of commitment to graduate education, 
and the a b i l i t y of university-based social science to recruit into i t s midst 
the most able of i t s products.. 
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Research 
The most visible sign of health within East African social science is 
the steady increase in research and writ ing on East Afr ica and the associated 
increase in the proportion of th is work being done by East African scholars! 
The beginning of this trend was noted in reference to the papers presented 
to the East African Universities Social Science Conference. In the past 
f ive years i t has intensi f ied. V i r tua l ly a l l members of social science 
departments at the Universities of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam report a 
curi errt involvement in at least one research or writ ing project and slightly 
more than half are involved in more than one. This work surfaces in papers 
for departmental seminars and in l oca l l y published books and journals. 
Killick has calculated that the volume of l i t e ra tu re on the East African 
29 
economies is growing at the rate of 80-100 new publications each year. 
A similar trend for other spheres of in t e l l e c tua l a c t i v i t y seems l ikely. 
In 1976, for example, ten books reporting research work carried out by 
members of the Department of Sociology at the University of Nairobi were 
published commercially in N a i r o b i . ^ 
Yet despite the steady increase in East African authorship, i t is 
s t i l l the case that non-Africans predominate in the production of research. 
The balance is more uneven for some topics than others. Killick11 s biblio-
graphy of work on the East Afr ican economies, for example, c i t ies 639 authors 
31 
of whom only 84 or 13 percent are East Afr icans. The changing trend is 
evident in the fact that whereas in 1963 only one of the 50 publications 
which appeared was by an East Afr ican, the r a t i o had r isen to 23 out of 92 
for the entries in 1975, Although s imi lar ly precise information is not 
available for other f i e lds i t i s evident that f i e l d s such as sociology and 
political science have developed to the point where East African authors 
dominate local work numerically and increasingly re ly almost as much on each 
other in citation as they do on outsiders. 
Without the enefit of a systematic bibliography of a l l social science 
research done in East Afr ica i t i s d i f f i c u l t to make val id generalizations 
which explain the particular choice of topics as the composition of the 
research output. Nevertheless, several points can be made with some 
confidence. I t is evident to any observer of soc ia l science activity in 
t.ast Africa that the inte l l ec tua l concerns of most scholars centre around 
issues of development. An examination of the tangib le output of East 
29. Kil l ick, Anthony J. op. c i t . p. 2 
-J. University of Nairobi, Annual Report 1975-76, p. 62. 
31. Kil l ick, Anthony J., op. c i t , , p.4s 
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African social science—the books, reports, a r t i c l e s and papers produced— 
reveals very few t i t l e s , less than 30 percent, which do not claim to be 
addressing an issue of topical interest and widely recognized and usually 
32 
rural relevance.' In general terms, i t i s clear that a desire to respond 
to East African needs with information in problem areas i s a principal 
motivating factor in the choice of research topics. Within th is general 
stimulus several l eve l s of response can be distinguished. Approximately 
50 percent of a l l current social science research and v i r tua l l y a l l research 
in the applied social science institutes—which i s not f o r a degree— aims 
to provide information and recommendations on a spec i f i c top ic in response 
to requests from government and other technical assistance agencies. A 
second type aims not at making exp l i c i t recommendations in response to a 
contractual demand but rather at delineating the context in which pol icy has 
to be implemented and the conditions which i t has to take into account. 
This kind of opportunity, f o r working in a r e l a t i v e l y open-ended manner within 
a given pol icy area, i s made possible by the interest of technical assistance 
agencies in supporting research in broadly circumscribed problem areas. 
Examples here include the jo int Ford-Rockefeller Foundations programme for 
research into the relationship between population and development, the Ford 
Foundation interest in promoting research on issues re lat ing to ro les and 
opportunities f o r women, the Rockefel ler Foundation's interest in research 
on educational po l icy , the Swedish Development Agency's interest in research 
into "equity" , the Danish Development Agency's concern with rural industr ia-
l i zat ion, and so for th . These types of opportunity permit much more 
scope than the f i r s t for the exercise of academic interest as a motivating 
factor, but they tend to have the disadvantage of deadlines which constrain 
the l eve l of analysis which i s possible. A third type of research i s that 
which i s inspired ent i re ly by individual scholarly interest and a concern 
for academic respectab i l i ty . This type i s not inev i tably inconsistent with 
social ly relevant research, but i t can be, and i t there fore tends t o re ly 
primarily on university sources for i t s support although the American 
Foundations have supported some of th is kind. In addition to responsiveness 
to prescribed need, academic respectabi l i ty and the a va i l ab i l i t y of funds, 
sheer convenience i s an important factor determining the choice of research 
32. Sources: Ins t i tu te for Development Studies, Research and Publications. 
(University of Nairobi, 1970-1978); Economic Research Bureau. Annual Report, 
(University of Dar es Salaam, 1970-1978); Makerere Ins t i tute of Social Research, 
Institute Publication,,. (iVbkerere University, 1973) and publication l i s t s of 
Heinemann Oxford University Press, East African Publishing House and East 
African Literature Bureau. 
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topic. Researchers inevitably choose topics which are manageable within 
available time and resources and th is has led for example to extensive 
reliance on questionnaires and surveys as opposed to more intensive 
approaches using interviews or participant observation. Similarly, Killick 
cites the bias in f isca l studies towards topics on loca l government finance 
as evidence of the same tendency to adopt topics which are manageable but 
33 
not necessarily s igni f icant. 
Explanations for the expansion of socia l science research can be found 
in the extent of demand for i t and the corresponding provision of fac i l i t ies . 
There are three main sources of demand for social science. In the f irst 
place is an increasingly well-established be l i e f among the intelligentsia 
that social science can convey knowledge and understanding relevant to the 
task of national development whether the desirable outcome be seen as a 
problem solving orientation and "modern" disposit ions or a Marxist framework 
of analysis. While i t cannot be demonstrated that socia l science is the 
best vehicle for conveying either type or, i f i t does contribute a particu-
lar outlook, that this has any pract ical use i t i s widely relieved that i t 
does provide "relevant t ra in ing" and i s hence an appropriate activity for 
universities.^ 
Secondly, as the Governments have become increasingly involved in plan-
ning they have needed information about the society being planned. Their 
desire for information has expressed i t s e l f in requests to university 
research institutes and departments, in the formation of commissions of 
enquiry and in the expansion and in tens i f i ed work of o f f i c i a l statistical 
agencies. Several Government reports in recent years have been major 
undertakings of research and synthesis and have substantially augmented our 
knowledge of East African soc iety . Notable e: ss are the Report of the 
Training Review Committee in Kenya and the Report of the Management Training 
35 Study in Tanzania, S ta t i s t i ca l agencies provide analyses of important 
33. Kil l ick, Anthony J . , op. c i t . , p. 5. 
34. Warren Illchman makes th i s general point with reference to universities 
in South East Asia when he suggests that " . „ In Southeast Asia and elsewhere, 
education in the social sciences, especia l ly though not exclusively in economics, 
is the modern equivalent of what c lass ics and history did for the education of 
19th and early 20th century e l i t e s and would-be e l i t e s in public and organi-
zational a f fa irs" , Illchman, Warren, "Social Sciences and the Universities 
in Southeast Asis", (New York, Ford Foundation, mimeograph, 1978). 
35. Republic of Kenya, Report of the Training Review Committee, (The Wamalwa 
Commission) (Nairobi, Government Pr inter , 1973); Republic of Tanzania, Report 
•f the Management Training Study. (Dar es Salaam, Ministry of Cooperative, 
1975). 
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issues which complement their regular s t a t i s t i c a l compilations. A promi-
nent example i s the periodical 'Social Perspectives" which i s published by 
the Kenyan Central Bureau of S ta t i s t i cs and provides an analyt ical digest 
on a succession of topics of soc ia l in te res t , and the Annual Ifenpower 
Report to the President of Tanzania i s a para l l e l example. In similar 
fashion, international agencies constitute a source of demand for research. 
Anxious that advice arid expenditure should be informed and relevant they 
tend to precede projects with f e a s i b i l i t y studies and fo l low them with 
evaluations which sometimes involve quite elaborate research exercises. 
A regular source of th is kind of work i s the World Bank, and the Interna-
tional Labour Organization's study, Employment, Incomes and Equality in 
Kenya not only became an Important work of synthesis and reference on i t s 
own but, because of i t s interpret ive stance, has stimulated much further 
work by social sc ient is ts on the question of informal sector economics and 
• ^ i » 36 education. 
These demands for research have stimulated the creation of f a c i l i t i e s 
for i t s provision. The universi t ies have been prominent in encouraging 
research and in creating, in the applied research inst i tutes already 
referred t o , sper.Lal inst i tut ions spec i f i ca l l y to promote socia l science 
research. These inst i tutes account for over half the research on economic 
and social issuer, on East Afr ica in the past f i f t e e n years. 
At a general l e ve l the steady of publications from the research 
inst i tutes has supplied government and the university with a s izeable 
volume of material on economic and socia l problems. More spec i f i c a l l y , the 
research centres have performed a variety of spec i f i c research and evaluation 
tasks at the request of Government and international agencies. For 
example, the fol lowing t i t l e s of pro jects from these carried out by members 
of the Ins t i tute for Development Studies in 1978 provide an indication of 
37 the nature and sponsorship of such work:" 
"Evaluation of the Foot and Mouth Disease Control Programme 
in Kajiado and Narok Dis t r i c ts "—the Veterinary Department, 
Ministry of Agriculture 
"The Demand for Energy in the Modern Sector of the Kenyan 
Economy"— the National Council of Science and Technology 
35. International Labour O f f i c e , Employment Incomes and Equality: A Strategy 
for Increasing Productive Employment in Kenya, [Geneva, International Labour 
O f f i ce , 1972J. ~~ 
37. Ins t i tu te for Development Studies, "Agenda for Academic Board Meeting, 12", 
(October 16, 1978). 
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"Repayment rates f o r loans f o r low-cost housing"—Nairobi 
City Council 
"The Efficiency of Maize torketing with special reference 
to the mpnopoly posit ion of the Maize and Produce Board"— 
Ministry of Agriculture 
"Guidelines for Donor Agencies considering support to 
projects in arid and semi-arid areas of Kenya"—Ministry 
of Economic Planning. 
In addition to carrying out research, social sc ient is ts serve on a 
A r^?'ety of Government committees, Three members of the Inst i tute for 
Development Studies for example were consultants to the National Committee 
on Educational Objectives and Po l i c i es which met over an 18-month period 
before completing in 1976 a report designed to chart the future of Kenyan 
"38 
education during the next ten years." Perhaps more important than formal 
roles for spreading an awareness of socia l science has been the extensive 
informal interaction through memoranda, personal communication and joint 
participation which characterizes the relat ionship between some social 
scientists and the staff of Government ministr ies . 
The contribution of the research units to the academic departments has 
occurred through the courses taught in the departments, other service 
courses in research methodology and the preparation of teaching materials. 
Perhaps most important of a l l have been the development of a research infra-
structure of middle level professional ski l ls—research assistants, data 
processors, research documentalists and a socia l science l ibrary . Incor-
porating a staff or di f ferent backgrounds they have maintained and 
demonstrated the multi-disciplinary idea l , have managed national, regional 
and international conferences, and in short have demonstrated intellectual 
energy. 
The universities have developed inst i tut iona l mechanisms for funding 
research. At the University of Nairobi, th is i s centralized through the 
Deans Committee and at Dar es Salaam i t i s handled through a committee of 
the Faculty. Similar trends are evident outside the University. For 
example, both Kenya and Tanzania now have a National Sc i en t i f i c Research Council, 
38. Republic of Kenya, Report of the National Committee on Educational 
"olicies and Objectives. (Nairobi, Government Pr inter , 1976). 
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established in 1977 and 1971, to coordinate research and lay down p r i o r i t i e s . 
As the volume of research has expanded, procedures for granting o f f i c i a l 
clearance have been systematized in a Committee of the O f f i c e of the 
President and although delays, especially for foreign researchers, are not 
uncommon the system i s a clear and e f f i c i en t one and, most notably In Kenya 
has In the African context been remarkably hospitable to research of a l l 
kinds. 
Perhaps the most in f luent ia l stimulus to research has been the rela-
t i v e l y extensive opportunities for publication. While the research 
inst i tutes and several departments have their own series of research papers 
which appear in mimeographed form the opportunity for more formal publica-
t ion has been provided by the act ive ro le of two locally-based publishing 
houses and two branches of international publishing firms in publishing 
social science work. These are Oxford University Press, Heinemann, the 
East African Literature Bureau and the East African Publishing House, The 
publication l i s t s of these houses since 1970 reveal a sizeable output of 
social science work and account for the bulk of published social science 
4 Cpt ,^ .4- flPv.^ np . Cn,! ibIT v 'P n n 4- m r t v o -i n+* hf l ca h p p n "hhp 
expansion of social science journals special iz ing in the East African region, 
39 
In 1978, 34 social science journals were published in East A f r ica , In 
terms of subject matter these journals can be c lass i f i ed as fo l lows! 
Type of journal Number 
Archaeology, Culture & History 8 
Sociology 5 
Economics and Stat is t i cs 4 
Po l i t i ca l Science 4 
Public Administration & lltenagement 3 
Agriculture & Rural Development 2 
Philosophy and Religion 2 
Geography 2 
Education 2 
Linguistics 1 
Science and Technology 1 
34 
39, This table and several of the facts on publications in this section come 
from Laquian, Aprodocio and Eleanor, "Social Science Journals in E a s t Afr ica 
(Nairobi, International Development Research Centre, mimeograph, 1978J,Per-
mission to c i t e them in grate fu l ly acknowledged, 
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A nurber of these journals are o f f i c i a l organs of regional or national 
social science organizations but they are published through the e f f o r t s of 
university—based social sc ient ists under the reoponsibil i ty of an editor 
who in almost a l l cases i s an academician. The expansion of journals i s 
evident in the fact that cut of tr>e 34, eight have a history starting before 
1965, 11 emerged in the period 1966-1970 and 15 have been created since 1971. 
These journals have a limited circulation as half of them print less than 
1,000 copies an issue arc, c l y two print more than 2,000. 
The r e l a t i v e l y large nj^ber of journals in East has been made 
possible by the dominant contribution of the East African Literature Bureau 
which was mandated by the former East African Community to publish journals 
and books on East African topic Ur const rained by commercial c o n s i d e r a -
t ions, i t s great virtue wa , i t s ab i l i t y to publish manuscripts rapidly, 
although in so doing i t sometimes showed limited concern for quality in 
either select ion or edit ing. I t published over half the to ta l number of 
social science journals and with some individual variation this required an 
annual subsidy to each journal op approximately $3,000. Of the other 
journals four have been assisted by single grants from international 
agencies—the Ford and Rockefel ler Foundations and the United Nations 
Educational, Sc i en t i f i c and Cultural Organization—some receive regular 
support from their sponsoring association and the remainder have to survive 
on subscriptions and university subventions. 
The abundance of publishing outlets created the happy situation where 
most s igni f icant writing could f ind a publisher. Although the problem was 
less that of finding materials than of establishing and maintaining quality, 
the important e f f e c t of th is publishing outlet was to rapidly increase the 
number of East African authored publications and to demonstrate that i f the 
f a c i l i t i e s were avai lable scho arship would be forthcoming. Although the 
demise of the East African Community nas jeopardized the future of several 
journals, the i n i t i a l stimulus to productivity which i t provided has been 
important and i s l i ke l y through i t s successor national inst i tut ions to f ind 
expression in improved qual i ty. 
Teaching and Graduate Study 
In addition to research productivity a second measure of the strength 
of social science i s the v i t a l i t y of I t s undergraduate and graduate teaching. 
The be l ie f referred td ear l i e r i n social science as an indispensable part 
of university education has found expression in two d i f f e rent purposes. 
=ome see the principal purpose of social science teaching as that of 
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familiarizing students with the methods of research production and consump-
tion. Others emphasize the importance of soc ia l science as a vehicle f o r 
general education and the transmission of certain types of knowledge and a 
particular way of viewing the world. The methodology courses which are a 
staple of each social science department c lear ly aim at the f i r s t purpose. 
Two variations on this fami l iar approach have been t r i ed in East A f r i ca , 
The f i rs t and most popular has been the so-cal led "teaching through 
research programme" which enables selected undergraduates to gain experience 
of research iri a supervised project during the long vacation and i s now a 
common feature of social science teaching at both Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, 
The provision of opportunity for students to engage in research on the i r own 
environment aims to deepen the ir knowledge of society and i t s problems and 
has, through the result ing written reports, substantial ly enlarged the body 
of empirical research material avai lable f o r the use of future under-
graduates. The broader Importance of th is emphasis i s that successive 
generations of students who w i l l not necessarily go on to graduate research 
or an academic career, but w i l l be involved in planning, w i l l have gained 
an appreciation of research through experience in how to co l l ec t and 
analyze data, read tables , distinguish val id from inval id assertations and 
understand the l imi ts as well as the po t en t i a l i t i e s of various types of 
research. As future pol icy makers, they should know what the university 
is capable of providing and as part of the research l i t e r a t e community they 
may be able to make in t e l l i g en t demands f o r i t s provision. 
A second innovation was the development at the University of Dar es 
Salaam of a common course in methodology which was taken by a l l socia l 
science students. The aim was to develop an integrated social science 
methodology which draws on common elements from the main d isc ip l ines and 
was not broken up into a ser ies of disperate approaches. Social science 
in this course was treated less as a narrow discipline-based technology and 
more as a way of approaching problems and organizing data. However, 
despite i t s apparent l og i c , the course never succeeded in elevating i t s e l f 
above the independent desire of separate departments to control the i r own 
methodology courses and they have now reasserted control over th is a c t i v i t y . 
In Kenya, a functional and research-oriented treatment of socia l 
science has predominated in teaching. While i t i s also strong in Dar es 
Salaam, i t has been supplemented there by an attempt to use i t f o r a more 
general educational purpose and for developing and d i f fus ing a stance 
towards society. This i s evident in the common framework of f i r s t - y ea r 
geography, history, sociology and economics and was most notable in the 
"East African Soc iet ies and Environment" course which unti l recently was 
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taken by a l l social science students throughout the period of their stay at 
the University. This course, and i t s successor "Development Studies" 
course, aim to stimulate understanding of the nature of underdevelopment in 
Tanzania, of the potential r o l e of science and technology and to consider 
socialist strategies for surmounting underdevelopment. More generally, 
i t has attempted to encourage non-discipline-based modes of analysis of 
the problems which made up the content of the course. I t has been 
described as 'one of the very few instances of successful (or relatively 
successful) experiments in African universi t ies to create areas of knowledge 
and methods of acquiring knowledge that are both indigenously relevant and 
interdisciplinary1•^ 
At both Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, soc ia l science has made a s igni f i -
cant contribution to the stock of teaching materials on local conditions 
and issues. A comparison of the reading l i s t s f o r any soc ia l science 
course f i ve years ago and today reveals the magnitude of this change. Five 
years ago East African authors were few and far between on these l ists 
whereas today for many course they form the majority of prescribed texts. 
Graduate education 
The development of graduate education i s a further important feature 
of the growth of social science training and this growth i s summarized in 
Table 1. From their inception, soc ia l science departments have offered 
MA and Ph.D. degrees but these degrees were based exclusively on a thesis and 
tended to be taken largely by non-Africans. The important change was the 
emergence of MA degrees based on coursework. At the University of Nairobi, 
for example, the f i rs t two-year course work-based degrees were created in 
Economics and Sociology in 1973 and at Dar es Salaam similar degrees 
emerged at about the same time in P o l i t i c a l Science, Economics and Education. 
No Department yet has a course-based 'Ph.D. programme but most now have 
several East Africans each year doing a dissertation-based degree at this level. 
Several sources of demand have accounted f o r the growth of graduate 
education. The most in f luent ia l has been the demand from Government 
ministries for training programmes which are more advanced than those 
40- Tandon, Yashpal, "Status Report on the Third Year Faculty Course: 
East African Societies and Environment", (University of Dar es Salaam, Faculty 
of Arts and Social Science, mimeograph, 1974), p. 2-
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provided at the undergraduate l e ve l and can provide courses of an applied 
and professionally spec i f i c quality,, Demand of th is type has been notable 
in the establishment and maintenance of the MA programmes in Economic at 
Nairobi and Education at Dar es Salaam and in the emphasis on social work 
in the graduate o f fer ings of sociology and on management and administration 
in political science. In these cases, Government representatives pa r t i c i -
pated in the formation of the programmes, and the relevant Ministries send 
students to the courses, provide Fellowships to make th is possible and 
provide an incentive by way of salary increment for successful attainment 
of the degree of fered. 
A second source of demand has come from s t a f f development programmes 
of the university i t s e l f where the aim has been for MA training for prospec-
tive members of the academic s t a f f which w i l l serve to root the i r interest 
in local issues and at the same time upgrade the i r academic s k i l l in 
preparation for Ph.D work overseas and serve as a screening device for the 
University. In general, because of the des i rab i l i t y of overseas tra ining, 
the universities have been able each year to recruit the i r most able 
graduates into their own s t a f f development training programmes. 
A third impetus to the development of graduate education has been the 
desire of university departments and technical assistance agencies to create 
programmes which could at t ract a regional c l i en t e l e . The experience of 
such attempts has been mixed. The ear l i es t and most ephemeral attempt was 
the IW\ programme in Afr ican Studies at IVfekerere which aimed to provide a 
cross-disciplinary course-based programme in which students took A f r i ca -
related courses in several departments simultaneously. I t s most conspi-
cuous international quality was provided by the cosmopolitan or ig ins of the 
wives of the visit ing professors who formed i t s student core. I t foundered 
on i ts self-evidently a l ien inspirat ion, i t s consequent f a i lu r e to attract 
East African students and the desire of departments to teach s ingle subject 
degrees, and was abolished three years a f t e r i t s inception. Part o f ' the 
conception of the MA programme in Economics at Nairobi was the idea of a regional 
centre of excellence, but the programme has not been able to attract students 
from the wider region. This i s mainly because neighbouring Governments want a 
national rather than a regional framework for the teaching of applied economics 
at the MA level and are part icular ly suspicious of the Kenyan brand. However, 
one regional programme which has been successful in at tract ing a continent-wide 
group of students has been the one-year Diplomat Training Programme at the 
University of Nairobi, and the c r i t i c a l feature accounting for th i s would seem 
to -be the particular comparative advantage which Nairobi o f f e r s for the training 
of diplomats because of i t s international character and the large number of 
agencies and embassies which are represented in the c i t y . The MA in Po l i t i c a l 
Science at Dar es Salaam was similarly successful in the scope of i t s recruit ing 
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and the important elements accounting f o r this were the emphasis on development 
administration coupled with the widespread interest engendered by Tanzania's 
style of development and the presence of several outstanding professors in 
the department. 
A further more general type of demand for graduate education i s not 
tied to any of the vocational purposes just, mentioned and sees graduate teaching 
as the essential function of a mature university and as a means to the creation 
of a l iterate social science community. 
These different purposes do not apply equally strongly to a l l soc ia l 
science departments and within a given graduate programme have not always 
coexisted in equal proportions. The r e l a t i v e l y greater strength of the 
Government demand is evident in the fact that the strongest graduate programmes 
are those which amount to serv ice courses—e.g., in Economics and Education—for 
which the majority of students are c i v i l servants seconded to the course and 
paid for by Government• 
Graduate programmes require a minimum s i z e and f l e x i b i l i t y in course 
offerings i f they are to achieve several of the iden t i f i ed purposes at the 
same time. In this connection, Economics at Nairobi and Po l i t i c a l Science 
at Dar es Salaam had been r e l a t i v e l y more successful than other disc ip l ines 
in providing a suff icient range of courses to meet the applied needs of those 
seconded from Government as well as the more academic needs of those who plan 
to proceed to PhD work. Because of the d i f f i c u l t i e s which other departments 
face in mounting individual graduate programmes in order to accommodate the 
different purposes described demand has arisen from young soc ia l sc ient is ts 
at the University of Nairobi for coordinated graduate teaching on a Faculty 
basis. It remains to be seen how fa r this w i l l get in practice but i t seems 
likely to suffer a similar f a t e to the MA in African Studies at Makerere and t o 
be resisted by individual department heads concerned to maintain the i r own 
disciplinary emphasis. 
IV ISSUES AND CLEAVAGES WITHIN THE SOCIAL SCIENCE COMMUNITY 
The foregoing application of conventional indices of scholarly 
commitment—publications, conference part ic ipat ion, involvement in the 
development of graduate programmes—suggests an impressive volume of soc ia l 
science activity. At the same time, important issues face the soc ia l 
science community and provide an indication of the way soc ia l science i s 
likely to evolve. 
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Research versus Teaching 
A recurrent theme at each univers i ty has been the tension between the 
social science research i n s t i t u t e and the teaching departments. The r e l a t i v e 
freedom and access t o funds of those in research i n s t i tu t e s and the i r 
relatively light teaching ob l iga t ions have aroused the envy of more heavi ly 
burdened colleagues in teaching departments. The des i re f o r ever greater 
degrees of f inancial and academic autonomy by the research i n s t i tu t e s has• 
run up against the preference of the univers i ty administration f o r centra l i zed 
control and uniform procedures. Discip'l ine-based departments are part o f the 
familiar inherited pattern; mul t i -d i sc ip l inary research centres are not. The 
debate over whether soc ia l science research should be based in an academic 
discipline, and the re fo re be located in a teaching department, or should be 
concentrated in a mul t i -d isc ip l inary research i n s t i t u t e has been a perennial 
one at a l l three un i ve rs i t i e s . I t was the f a i l u r e t o f ind a sa t i s f ac to ry 
formula for reconci l ing the d i f f e r e n t in t e r es t s of research and teaching 
staf f which was pr imari ly responsible f o r the demise o f the IVbkerere 
Institute for Social Research. At the same t ime, the views of some academics 
that much of the work done by the research i n s t i tu t e s has no l eg i t imate 
place within a serious univers i ty contrast with the view of some Government 
o f f i c i a l s that the same work i s excess ive ly academic in conception and form. 
Such divergent views leave the research i n s t i t u t e s with a narrow path t o 
follow in trying t o s a t i s f y the two const i tuencies t o which they r e l a t e . 
The increasing in f luence of government upon soc ia l science work 
has raised the issue of the dual constituency in s l i g h t l y d i f f e r e n t form 
insofar as i t concerns the appropriate i n s t i t u t i o n a l model f o r the 
organization of research. The model in the ear ly years of soc ia l science 
research was one of assembling a c o l l e c t i o n of ab le scholars and permitt ing 
their interests and assessments t o de f ine the researbh programme. A s East i 
African leadership emerged and the un i ve rs i t i e s and governments began t o 
specify their research needs and p r i o r i t i e s with greater c l a r i t y a 
different and opposite model began t o emerge in which the cent ra l l y 
prescribed research programme was used t o de f ine who was recru i ted rather 
than vice versa. A problem created by t h i s change of emphasis was that 
most scholars were i l l - equ ipped by v i r tue of t h e i r academic t ra in ing t o 
meet this kind of demand. The i n t e l l e c t u a l concerns and normative 
principles provided by academic t ra in ing in major un i ve rs i t i e s in the 
United States and Europe did not always f i t the scholar , whether f o r e i gn 
or East African, f o r responding eas i l y t o the demand f o r po l i cy -or i ented 
research within a def ined programme. IVbst such t ra in ing had as i t s 
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objective to foster understanding of the s c i e n t i f i c basis of a defined 
discipline and of research which advanced knowledge within i t . At the 
same time, i t enr.nur.aged a be l i e f in academic autonomy which made the 
scholar uncomfortable with demands fo r results in a spec i f i ed time 
period, particularly i f those demands emanated from government. 
The Generation Gap 
Another interesting source of cleavage within the social science 
community is the generational gap between younger and older scholars, one 
aspect of which relates to the source of training and the time of entry 
to the university. The f i r s t generation of East African socia l sc ient is ts 
tended to receive their graduate training in Britain, to r e f l e c t the 
historical-philosophical t rad i t ion of enquiry which prevailed then—and to 
be drafted very quickly into administrative posit ions as part of the drive 
for East Africanization. The general consequence of th i s was to diminish 
their research productivity and in some cases to end i t completely. Some 
managed to retain a research career, but as managers and organizers rather 
than always as direct and principal invest igators . The younger band of 
social scientists who are now making the i r mark on the university tend to 
have received their training at American univers i t ies during the period 
4 
when .the polit ical economy and Marxist approaches were gaining ground. 
This difference in the type and often the locat ion of training has 
inevitably created some tensions between the scholarly generations. I t i s 
reinforced by the tendency of the older generation to dominate research 
patronage and opportunities for conference part ic ipat ion. However, th is 
rigidity should not be exaggerated. Among the f i r s t generation of Heads 
of social science departments only one has remained in posit ion f o r over f i v e 
years and the rest have moved either outside the university or into 
administrative positions. At the same time, the research inst i tutes 
have provided a safety valve f o r frustrated ambition by o f f e r ing high 
status positions to those whose promotion to pro fessor ia l rank seemed 
blocked by a re lat ive ly young incumbent in the academic departments. 
More important^"than r i g i d i t y at the top has been the issue of 
quality in the middle. The rapid pace of Afr icanizat ion in the mid—1960s 
established in tenured posit ions some individuals who were less able than 
successor waves ofscholars who were the product of more rigorous se lect ion 
and comprehensive training. A member of th is l a t t e r group has described 
the resulting danger to academic qual i ty : 
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Rapidly promoted (due to Afr icanizat ion po l i c i e s ) up the 
ladder of seeming academic achievement in their various 
disciplines, they attain t i t l e s whose academic demands 
neither their own intel lectual formation nor the i r academic 
productivity can measure up to. The result i s insecurity, 
a strong attachment to gerentocracy, and an unwillingness 
to confront other epistemologies in their own inte l l ec tua l 
formation. Academic mediocrity i s then re f l ec ted in the 
constant urge to fight ideological battles (natives versus 
expatriates, socialists versus nat ional ists ) and not 
theoretical battles. 
In the context of a single national university the absence of alterna-
tive opportunities can lead among the in te l l ec tua l l y insecure to an obsession 
with preserving one's position rather than with issues of r e l a t i v e l y greater 
intellectual substance. 
However, behind the superf icial issue of status maintenance i s a more 
fundamental debate about the future form, organization and purpose of East 
African social science. New issues have been brought to the force by a 
small group of able and energetic socia l sc ient is ts most of whom returned 
from overseas (usually American) training in the past f i v e years. Animated 
by a recognition that they are representatives in the i r own country df a 
foreign culture they are trying to re-think how they can useful ly view themselves 
and the task of social science in the context of poverty which surrounds them. 
They are characterized by their preference f o r non-disciplinary and ho l i s t i c 
approaches to intellectual endeavour, by a sens i t i v i t y to the Third World as 
the important unit of analysis, by an espousal of Marxist explanations of 
underdevelopment and beyond this by a desire to break demeaning bonds of 
intellectual dependence through a search f o r independently African forms of 
scholarship. They are helping to pose more sharply than before the s ign i f i cant 
issues which will determine the agenda of East African socia l science in the 
immediate future. 
Intellectual Concentration Versus Pract ical Involvement. 
East African social scientists are inevitably caught up in the funda-
mental debate facing their universities about the extent to which poor pre-
literate societies can afford and j u s t i f y inst i tut ions which concentrate 
the intelligentsia of the nation f o r the purpose of providing opportunities 
for nurturing exceptional intel lectual a b i l i t i e s in r e f l e c t i on and thought. 
41. Anyang, Nyongo, "The Teaching of the Social Science in East A f r i ca : 
An Evaluation Report", (Dakar, Council f o r the Development of Economic and 
Social Research in Africa, December 1978). p. 15. 
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The debate is one between contrasting academic philosphies which Mazrui 
has termed those of intellectual concentration and pract ical involvement: 
The philosophy of intel lectual concentration i s one which 
believes that the business of a student at a university 
must be strictly that of a student. He should concentrate 
his efforts on intellectual pursuits and attempt to make 
maximum academic use of his l imited stay at his inst i tut ion 
of higher training. The philosophy of pract ical involve-
ment however argues from the be l ie f that a student's career 
is not complete unless the displays a readiness to get 
involved in some practical a f f a i r s of his society. I t i s 
not enough that he engages in study and though tihe: tflust' 
also respond to the needs of the masses around him by a 
display of practical sympathy, and teact against the i l l s 
of his community and his world with a moral commitment to 
reform.^ 
This debate is an eternal and a universal one but i t i s in tens i f i ed in 
a context of severe economic poverty such as prevai ls in East A f r ica . The 
University of Dar es Salaam has taken several far-reaching measures to develop 
an ethos of community service and pract ical involvement among s t a f f and 
43 
students alike. The most important was the change in admission procedures in 
1976 which broadened the criteria of e l i g i b i l i t y such that admission to the 
university now requires not only relevant academic qual i f i cat ions but also several 
years of work experience and favourable recommendations from a student's 
employer and the local branch of the p o l i t i c a l party. Complementing th is i s 
the requirement that part of each academic year i s spent by students in a period 
of practical work. The intention of these and other measures aimed at the same 
end is that the work experience w i l l provide a kind of understanding and 
maturity which will enable students to make use of university resources in a 
way which maximises their future contribution to the ir society. More fundamentally, 
i t is hoped that i t will help students acquire a sense of common cause with the 
mass of the population and reduce the sp i r i t of ant i-sncial el i t ism which 44 university students have been accused of exemplifying in the past. 
42. Mazrui, Al i , Political Values and the Educated Class in A f r ica (London, 
Heinemann, 1978), p. 241. 
43. Some of these are described in Court, David, "East African Higher 
Education from the Community Standpoint", Higher Education, VI, 3 (1977), 
pp. 45-66, 
44. An assessment of the early experience of the new admission policy i s 
contained in: Mnari, Geoffrey, R.V. , Implementation of the Musoma Resolutions! 
he University of Dar es Salaam Admissions Experience", Papers in Education, 
3. (University of Dar es Salaam, Department of Education, 1976). pp. 15-51. 
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Scholarly detachment versus pract ical policy involvement 
At the University of Nairobi there have been periodic discussions of 
national service schemes f o r students as a way of demonstrating the Univer-
sity 's commitment to community service but few pract ical steps have yet been 
taken in this direction. The issue f o r social sc ient is ts and the university 
at large has been less that of working out ways of pract ical experience than 
of defining a stance towards the demands of government in a context where 
the ethos of manpower development and pol icy-oriented research i s strong. 
The view point of some socia l sc ient is ts at the University of Nairobi 
* 
represents a departure from the narrow pol icy-oriented service concept of 
social science which s t i l l dominates. They tend to be contemptuous of 
their colleagues whose work i s defined by Government or consultancy 
contracts and argue that such colleagues are inevitably caught up in a 45 
process of condoning and reproducing a particular p o l i t i c a l e l i t e . For 
them criticism and the posing of fundamental questions, not the servicing of 
Ministry act iv it ies, are the proper purpose of soc ia l science. This r o l e 
is not viewed as an abdication of national responsib i l i ty or retreat into 
ivory tower elitism but as a pos i t i ve contribution to policy-making: 
That academics should have the freedom to analyse and 
crit ic ize governmental programmes from a l l kinds of world 
view is a r ight that must be enjoyed by academics i f pol icy 
makers have to confront rea l a l ternat ives in the decision-
making process. For i t i s only by trying to create a 
community of "home grown" researchers and scholars capable 
of init iat ing, organizing and executing the i r own research 
Into indigenous socio-economic issues w i l l we also have a 
local reservoir of socia l l i t e r a t e s from which the state 
can recruit i t s planners and the university i t s researchers 
and teachers. 
Cultural liberation: nationalism versus internationalism. 
A further overarching concern of the younger generation of socia l 
scientists is the desire to break the perceived Eurocentrism of the i r academic 
environment The ensuing issue centres on the extent to which cultural 
independence is best pursued within a national or an international conceptual 
framework. The attitude of soc ia l sc i ent i s ts towards the international profession 
is inevitably ambivalent. On the one hand, v i r tua l l y a l l soc ia l sc ient i s ts 
learned their profession at Brit ish or American univers i t ies and thereby became 
part of an international f ra t e rn i t y . On the other hand, a desire to be useful 
45. See for example, Kabwegycre, ;ars is 0. op.c i t and Anyang Nyongo op .c i t . 
46.. Anyang Nyongo, "Academic Freedom and Po l i t i c? ' ! -Dower m A f r i ca " , Depart-
ment of History, S ta f f Seminar Paper No. 8, (University of Nairobi 1979). 
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in the home country tends to lead to a re j ec t i on on the grounds of inappl ica-
bil ity of many acquired techniques and values. At the same time, the national ist 
desire to develop dist inct ive formulations in face of the perceived dominance of 
foreign scholarship leads in the same direct ion. A strong undercurrent in the 
present thinking of many East African socia l sc ient is ts i s the view that the 
main inherited forms of socia l science have been part of a process of cultural 
imperialism. At i ts weakest, th is argument has simply r e f l e c t ed individual 
unwillingness to master the subject matter or s t a t i s t i c a l understanding contained 
iti accumulated social science knowledge, or consisted of f a c i l e assertions of 
Marxist forms at least part ly because they are a handy means of dissent against 
47 
the dominant inherited t rad i t ion. As such they result in conglomerations of 
ignorance and assertion masquerading as cultural nationalism under the t i t l e of 
social science. 
At i ts strongest however the reaction against "bourgeois socia l science" 
has served to crystal l ize 'the issues in the search for new modes of in te l l ec tua l 
enquiry aiming at the production of an East African body of knowledge acquired 
through methods which maximise the expression of loca l experience. In this case 
the starting point has been a cr i t ique of the dominant inherited form of western 
scholarship, and in particular of the fragmentation of d isc ip l ines which are seen 
to be derived from di f ferent cultural conditions with l imited relevance to A f r ica , 
and to have possessed an ideo log ica l character to the extent that they have 
emphasized system maintenance and "modernization''. The consequent i n i t i a l task 
for East African scholarship i s hence to seek an understanding of the way in which 
these imported frameworks have a f f ec ted the de f in i t i on of East African society 
and to seek ways of viewing soc ia l phenomena in the to ta l social context in which 
they are embedded. In th is case i t i s not simply the anti-establishment quality 
of Marxist frameworks which account f o r the i r popularity, as such frameworks 
also derive from a European t rad i t ion . Rather the ir appeal l i e s in the i r perceive 
applicability to the explanation of socia l r e a l i t i e s in Afr ica and especial ly in 
their holistic approach which permits a concentration upon problems shared between 
Third World countries as a consequence of the i r condition of dependence upon rich 
industrial nations. These concerns have found some expression in the teaching 
programmes of East African univers i t ies , as texts taking a p o l i t i c a l economy or 
underdevelopment approach are widely represented in socia l science courses at the 
University of Dar es Salaam and increasingly at Nairobi. The attempts to establ is 
47, For an extended discussion of th is theme and advocacy of the importance 
of African scholars producing paradigms which transcend a l l forms of inherited 
tradition in their " inte l lectual independence" see Mazrui, A l i , op .c i t pp 
252-267 and 368-379. 1 
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a problem rather than discipl ine-based soc ia l science a+" Dar es Salaam resulted 
in a battle within the Faculty of Arts and Social Science which was resolved in 
a compromise whereby Faculty o f f e r ings were presented in terms of problem-based 
or vocational streams but the d i sc ip l ine based departments remained in existence 
48 
with a high degree of autonomy. Attempts to establish undergraduate courses 
cutting across the d isc ip l ines were on the drawing board at Makerere before the 
University was disrupted by-Amin, have had a checkered history at Dar es Salaam-
but find current expression in the Development Studies course mentioned e a r l i e r -
and are once again being considered at Nairobi,, 
Associated with the search f o r a new content to soc ia l science i s the 
emphasis on dif ferent methods. The c r i t i que of soc ia l science paradigms i s 
accompanied by a cr i t ique of established methodologies on the grounds that they 
have tended to overs impl i fy ,soc ia l r e a l i t y , to a l ienate respondents, and to 
provide few links to subsequent action. From th is analysis has came an a l ternat ive 
emphasis which stresses the need to seek and def ine knowledge from the standpoint 
of those being studied in a process of mutual discovery through ' qua l i ta t i ve * and 
49 
participatory approaches. The emphasis on the Third World as an important 
unit of analysis is reversing a trend towards increasingly na t i ona l i s t i c frames 
of reference for social science. At the same time in teres t in new types of 
research hold out the poss i b i l i t y of new forms of knowledge and new relat ionships 
to policy. To the extent that Marxist paradigms prove l imited in explaining 
social real it ies in A f r i ca , and also come to be perceived as an a l ien in t e l l e c tua l 
importation, we can expect to see an accelerat ion of the search f o r endogenous 
forms of knowledge derived f o r loca l experience which alone can be the basis f o r 50 
an autonomous self sustaining soc ia l science in East A f r i ca . 
48. Rweyemamu, Justinian, "Reorganization of the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Science", Taamuli, I I , 1 (December 1971), pp. 36-38. 
49. For a succinct summary of th is approach see Hal l , B.L. , "Part ic ipatory 
Research: An Approach f o r Change", Convergence, V I I , 2 (October 1975), pp. 24-32. 
50. The limitations of both l i b e ra l and Marxist paradigms f o r understanding 
the process of development in peasant economies, and the corresponding need f o r 
new kinds of conceptualization are discussed with reference to RTanzania in the 
f inal chapter of Hyden, Goran, Paving the Way f o r U.iamaa in Tanzania: the Problems 
of an Uncaptured Peasantry, (Berkeley University of Ca l i f o rn ia Press ForthecomingJ 
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SECTION I I 
THE ENVIRONMENT OF SOCIAL SCIENCE. 
The previous section ident i f i ed some of the sal ient features of the social 
science community which has emerged in East A f r ica in the course of the past ten 
years. Three institutions have had a particular influence on the pattern of 
development: the university, the government and technical assistance agencies. 
Their influence has dominated the context in which social science has grown and 
is likely to continue to have a determining e f f e c t on i t s future evalution. 
The University: 
The continued health of social science depends in large measure upon the 
extend to which the organization and atmosphere of the university provides a 
supportive professional environment. H is tor i ca l l y , as has been shown, the 
universities have encouraged social science teaching and research because they 
were seen both as a means of Afr icaniz ing the curriculum and demonstrating 
through research the relevance of the University to i t s society. A measure of 
the continuing strength of university support f o r socia l science i s the propor-
tion of financial resources which i t i s wi l l ing to devote to i t . At both Nairobi 
and Dar es Salaam there has been steady and increasing support f o r the social 
science teaching departments and this i s i l lus t ra ted in the increase in establishec 
academic positions which was summarized in Table 1. Furthermore both universi t ies 
have been able to appoint the i r most able graduate as future members of s t a f f . 
Each university created special inst i tut ions f o r the promotion of research in 
social science. Subsequent.university support f o r the research inst i tutes has 
varied in intensity because in the face of expanding enrollments the pr io r i t y 
for university administrators and Department chairman tends to be in favour of 
teaching rather than research needs. 
At the same time both the universit ies of Nairobi and Dar es Salaam have 
decided to emphasise the teaching of science as opposed to social science and the 
ratio of student enrolment j.s approximately 2:1 in favour of science students. 
Nevertheless in the quantitative sense of providing resources and positions 
university support for social science f o r the period as a whole has been strong. 
Although i t is possible to ident i f y exceptions,as a general rule, 
professional advancement within the universit ies has been determined by the 
conventional indicators of academic productiv i ty, such as publication and research 
activity and teaching contribution. At Dar es Salaam the inter-changeabi l i ty of 
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subject iv i ty when trying to weigh d i f f e r en t kinds of pract ical experience 
against particular types of academic achievement. 
In the early years of the university i t was d i f f i c u l t to consider the 
development of social science apart from the goal of replacing fore igners. The 
concern fo r East Afr icanizat ion tended not only to dominate discussion of 
recruitment qual i f i cat ions but also to subordinate the issue of what kind of 
socia l science was most relevant, and to make i t d i f f i c u l t for anyone who raised 
the l a t t e r question to avoid the charge of using the a r t i f i c i a l issue of "standards" 
as a means of keeping out ethnic undesirables or unnecessarily retaining foreigners. 
In this period recruitment at any given moment was large ly a matter of encouraging 
designated s t a f f development candidates back into the Department which had 
sponsored them the moment they completed their overseas degree. Appointments 
committees existed to formalize the appointment of individuals who i s the case 
of the University of Dar es;Salaam had been l i s t ed as s t a f f members throughout 
the period of their training. Now that loca l i za t ion i s close to completion, and 
no longer in i t s e l f an issue in social science departments, appointments to 
avai lable positions may involve a choice between several qual i f i ed East African 
applicants and hence the opportunity and necessity f o r applying c r i t e r i a re lat ing 
to the k.i nds of emphasis and interests which the Department wishes to represent. 
Several features of university organization have contributed to professional 
discontent. Perhaps the most widely heard and oft-repeated complaint of socia l 
sc ient i s ts re lates to the lack of perceptible boundaries def ining the l imi ts of 
academic and administrative authority in the running of the university. Spec i f i c 
complaints centre on the central ized and authoritarian character of decision-
making and the frequency with which inherently academic issues are decided by 
administrative f i a t . A case in point was the decision of the University of Nairobi 
to purchase a new computer system in 1978 without any prior consultation with the 
academic departments concerning their computing requirements and the kinds of 
technology which might most e f f e c t i v e l y and cheaply meet the ir needs. More 
i r r i t a t i ng because more frequent are situations where individuals in the 
university administration are able - because of the i r posit ion in the bureacracy-
to make decisions about expenditures, study leaves, course texts contract issues 
and so forth which at times impinge upon the autonomy of academic departments* 
Dissat is fact ion on the part of the academic s t a f f at the dominant rather than ser-
v ice ro le of the university administration has been a constant source of 
tension in the l i f e the East African univers i t ies and part icular ly at the 
University of Nairobi, I t has surfaced at times of c r i s i s . The year 1976 was 
such a time f o r the University of Nairobi as the inst i tut ion was closed on several 
occasions fo l lowing student confrontations with po l ice and p o l i t i c a l unrest 
associated with the assassination of a prominent and popular member of the 
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National Assembly„ During the longest period of closure several Faculties 
chose to use the mechanism of the Faculty Board to express the i r views. These 
took on a r epe t i t i v e tone focussing on the absence of consultation with • . ' ; 
academic s t a f f and students in matters central to the academic l i f e of the 
university. For example the Faculty of Arts, which includes the socia l science 
departments, drew attention to de f ic ienc ies of the present organization and 
decision-making as evidenced by the p o l i t i c a l character of the Vice Chancellor1 
position, the domination of the University Council by non academics and the 
absence of consultation in the running of the university. The r ea l i t y was then 
contrasted with favoured principles of university governance derived from the 
Act of Parliament establishing the University: 
* 
In order f o r the University to achieve i t s goals, both the academic 
s t a f f and students must be in a posit ion .to i n i t i a t e , discuss and 
decide upon pol icy and other matters that r e la te to the academic well 
being of the University. The (idministration1 s duty i s to service 
these functions and, f o r the University to operate e f f i c i e n t l y the 
administration must be subordinate to the academic side. Only i f 
these fundamental pr inciples are upheld can a University e f f e c t i v e l y 
serve i t s community and the society as a whole. 
One reason why these pr inciples are not very evident in pract ice at the Univers 
of Nairobi i s because the university tends to r e f l e c t the management ethos and 
structure of p o l i t i c a l authority which prevai ls outside i t . Prominent cha'racte 
tics are the vesting of s ign i f i cant authority in an executive head and an assoc 
authority structure in which the operation of personal, p o l i t i c a l and ethnic 
considerations can override the apparent authority structure defined by the 
organization i t s e l f . 
In Tanzania Government manpower planning has been an important factor 
influencing the s t ab i l i t y and moral of university s t a f f . The Government of 
Tanzania has viewed t rans f e rab i l i t y of s t a f f between the university and the ci> 
service a s a desirable thing. The two - f o ld rat ionale here i s to keep the 
university in touch with pract ica l experience and the desire to prevent univer; 
appointments becoming a source of socia l s t r a t i f i c a t i on . As a result a sizabli 
number of s t a f f members have been assigned, of ten at no notice, to direct role: 
in government and parastatal organizations and the reverse f low has also occur: 
although a balance there has been a net outflow from university to government,, 
In the East African context the rat ionale f o r this kind of exchange has much t 
51. ^ Faculty of Arts "Report,'.of. the Special Committee of • the: Board. of'•• the 
Faculty,;of Arts or the University Cr is i s , October. 19.74" i,:(Uni^erbity:; of Nairol 
October 1974), 
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commend i t as a means of keeping social sc ient is ts in touch with the pract ical 
r e a l i t i e s of development and policy planning. From the univers i ty 's standpoint 
however, where carried through in a hasty manner, i t has resulted in the 
periodic disruption of teaching programmes and contributed to a general a i r of 
ins tab i l i t y . The prospect of imminent transfer outside the university can 
weaken the sense of permanence and continuity necessary f o r long term commitments 
in teaching and research. 
Within the framework provided by the University 's relationship with 
Government and i t s own internal reward structure a further important influence 
has been that of v i s i t ing foreign social sc ient is ts . Throughout the seven 
years existence of the University of East A f r ica and beyond v i r tua l l y a l l the 
social science departments at each constituent col lege were led and predominantly 
s ta f f ed by non-East Africans. They were the i n i t i a l bearers of soc ia l science 
and established precedents and practices of departmental organization and research 
emphasis many of which are s t i l l s i gn i f i cant . Previous mention was made of the 
early group of soc ia l anthropologists at Makerere, and one can similar ly point 
to the impact on teaching of other i den t i f i ab l e expatriate groups such as the 
group of development economists at Makerere who were involved in a four year 
study of development planning problems of the East African countries in the mid 
1960s or the period of John Saul, Lionel C l i f f e and Walter Rodney and their 
52 
immediate colleagues at Dar es Salaam in the early 1970s. Part of the influence 
and productivity of these groups stemmed simply from the fact that a part icular set 
of individuals happened to be together in the university at a part icular period 
a time consciousness. This kind of expatriate domination i s unlikely to recur. 
Instead we can expect to see the emergence of home-grown in te l l ec tua l trends, as 
a continuing impetus to socia l science ac t i v i t y i s the desire to modify, extend 
or replace many of the ear l i e r non African interpretat ions of East A f r i ca 
society. 
A further important university-related factor which has influenced the 
shape of East African social science has been the state of the technology on which 
in varying degrees i t depends. The issue can be addressed at many l e ve l s and 
here we can only touch upon i t . At a basic l e ve l almost any kind of social 
'science expresses i t s e l f ultimately through the printed word. Although there 
52. The Economic Development Research Project involved a f u l l time research 
group of expatriate and East African Economists who in the period 1963-1967 pursuied 
a set of individual studies organized within a general framework of economic 
planning. 
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have been problems experienced at Dar es Salaam in particular with such things 
acquiring paper and maintaining type writers, and the procurement of teaching 
materials in present day Uganda i s at a v irtual s tands t i l l , the East African 
universities have on the whole established r e l a t i v e l y e f f e c t i v e pr int ing, 
publishing and l ibrary f a c i l i t i e s which are an aid to social science productivity 
The issue is more d i rect ly i l lus t ra ted by reference to the quantitative wing of 
social science and i t s accompanying computer usage. Social science in East A f r i c 
relies much less on quantitative methods than i t does in Europe or North America. 
Ir part this i s choice—ie a re j ec t ion of those methods on grounds of inapplica-
bil ity for reasons discussed ea r l i e r . In part i t i s a legacy of de f ic ient 
mathematics teaching in primary and secondary schools and the t rad i t ion of 
separating students into arts and science streams, which ensured among other 
things that few prospective social sc ient is ts have advanced numeracy. In part 
also i t is a result of the pressures of computer salesmen who have imposed ant i -
quated or irrelevant machinery upon univers i t ies . Despite a l ternat ive e f f o r t s 
to make computer usage more accessible through the introduction of minicomputers 
and "software" programmes which require only l i t e racy f o r the i r use—such as the 
Statistical Package f o r the Social Sciences— the univers i t ies have not been 
able to create among socia l sc ient is ts widespread awareness of the pos s i b i l i t i e s 
computer technology„ Whether the reason i s choice or circumstance i t i s a fact 
that the use of computer f a c i l i t i e s as an aid to social science analysis, 
which is pervasive in North American social science, i s s t i l l large ly absent in 
the work of East Afr ica social sc i ent i s ts , and the result i s a gap between forms 
qf knowledge which threatens international communication within the social 
sciences. 
Government 
Perhaps the most important changes in the environment of social science j 
the past f i f t e en years has been i t s absorption, along with the univers i t ies which 
incorporate i t , into the ambit of government. The growth of governments in s i ze 
and complexity in th is period and their increasing involvement in central plannir 
in a l l three East African countries created a s izable training and information 
need which universi t ies were increasingly expected to supply. The importance 
and spirit of th i s change i s captured in the observation in 1972 of a v i s i t ing 
professor who witnessed i t : 
Six years ago the university s t a f f ( l a rge ly expatr iate ) was 
trying to at tract the attention of the larger soc ie ty , and 
especially of course the Government. Such attention as I r e c a l l , 
was given grudgingly. What we were doing did not matter. As a 
result the university had considerable elbow room. The university 
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does matter now, and much of that elbow room has been occupied by 
conditions and presumptions arr iv ing from the outside. For example 
in the mid s ix t i es i t was reasonable to spend our time asking about 
the ro l e which universit ies should play in the development of their 
soc iety . Today that question rings hollow. A more r e a l i s t i c 
question i s how the university can play the ro l e which i s increasingly 
assigned to i t . 
The most important point now about the relat ionship of government to 
social science i s i t s proximity. The fa i th of East African governments that 
a university i s an essential element of a modern regime and a necessary means 
of modernization makes inevi table and necessary a large degree of interdepe-
ndence. Spec i f i c influence upon the development of social science stems from 
governments contribution as a major source of f inancia l support, from i t s 
interest in the training of c i v i l servants and in the acquisit ion of research 
information, and from i t s ultimate determination of the p o l i t i c a l context in 
which universi t ies and hence social science f lour ish or founder. Government 
expenditure on the national university in 1978 amounted to lCP/o of the educational 
54 
budget f o r Kenya. This f inancial investment combined with the fact that the 
Government employs a large proportion of graduates - in Tanzania v i r tua l l y a l l of 
them - giv/es government a powerful interest in encouraging the university towards 
teaching and research which meet i t s needs. In response to government demand 
social science departments have str iven to provide service courses geared to 
declared government need. Some examples at the graduate l e ve l were cited 
ea r l i e r . One that was not mentioned was the B.Phil programme in Economics 
which was inaugurated in 1977 in order "to g ive advanced training in economics 
to people who are or w i l l be engaged in work as professional economists, par t i -55 
cularly in government..." An interim external evaluation of the B. Phil pro-
gramme in 1973 summarized the extent of Government cooperation: 
The B. Phil programme has proved i t s e l f during i t s years of operation. 
I t has won the approval of Government. The Government has participated 
act ive ly in the programme, has selected i t s nominees to the programme 
with care, and has made discriminating use of i t s graduates. 
53. Prewitt , C. Kenneth, Personal communication, (mimeograph, November 16, 
1972). 
54. Republic of Kenya, Economic Survey 1978, (Nairobi , Government Printer, 
June 1978), p. 170. Kenya spends approximately 33% of i t s t o ta l annual budget 
or^ i. education. The actual amount al located to higher education was approximately 
nine mi l l ion Kenyan pounds (fiKO.75 = £1 s t e r l i ng ) , 
55. Department of Economics, (University of Nairobi; mimeograph October 10, 
1972). 
56. Lewis, B., "Evaluation of the B.Phil Programme", (Ford Foundation, 
mimeograph, 1972), p. 1. 
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At the undergratuate l eve l the emphasis on professional training and vocational 
sk i l l s has found most v iv id expression in the re-organization of the Faculty of 
Arts and Social Science at the University of Dar es Salaam in 1971. This replacc 
the exist ing discipline-based structure with one in which students courses were 
organized not around the d isc ip l ine but around vocational streams. The rational? 
f o r this change emphasized the need for the University to meet national manpower 
57 
categories. Vet although the structure has a vocational f lavour the courses 
which make up the socia l science degree continue to have an academic content 
r e f l e c t ing the interests of the profession and the r e a l i t i e s of a situation wherf 
manpower categories have not, except in the most general ways, been translated 
into s k i l l requirements which in turn can become the basis f o r a university degri 
Presciently warning against this trend the Dean of Arts and Social Science at thi 
University of Dar es Salaam noted in 1971: 
I t appears that one principle to be established i s that despite 
the accepted need to tra in high l e ve l manpower, socia l science 
university education cannot meaningfully be turned into a career 
factory . The principal task for the Faculty of Arts and Social 
Science i s to provide i t s students with a method fo r asking the 
r ight questions and of using the answers coherently. Undue 
preoccupation with career orientation could well hinder this 
principal task of socia l science. Our education must be gearegg 
to furthering knowledge and to training young minds to think. 
In part ia l recognition of th is wisdom the governments of Tanzania and 
Kenaya have established a number of t e r t ia ry l e ve l inst i tut ions which do o f f e r 
courses at d i f f e r en t l eve l s and of d i f f e ren t duration that are geared exp l i c i ty 
to the goal of professional career training. Their purpose i s indicated by the 
t i t l e s of some of these inst i tut ions : The inst i tute of Finance Management, the 
East African Management Ins t i tu te , the Kenya Inst i tute of Administration and 
so for th . 
A second main area of government influence i s on research and this a f f e c t 
the choice of research topics, the s ty l e of research procedures and the form in 
which f indings are presented. In both Kenya and Tanzania the government sometim 
published l i s t s of research p r i o r i t i e s and a National Council of Science and 
Technology provides coordination. In practice the areas f o r concentrated atten-
57. The re-organization around six central vocational streams has been 
subsequently modified by an expansion of options and sub streams to the point 
where i t leaves l i t t l e of the or ig ina l intention and demonstrates the res i l i ence 
of the disc ipl inary ideal in face of attempted innovation. 
Rweyemamu, Justinian, op .c i t . p. 38. 
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t ion are worked out in disv-ossion tjetviee<' university departments and research 
inst i tutes and planrxng w i t 6 of Mi " i s t r i e s w^iie the actual project tends to 
re ly in some measure on ina.v^duaL . ni t i a t i v e . Ultimate government control i s 
assured by the requirement tnat projects receive o f f i c i a l clearance and in-
creasingly research has to oe part of a programme of a university department or 
research ins t i tute . 
More important than i t s influence upon the topics to be studied - which 
especial ly in Kenya has Peen noted for i t s o f f i c i a l la t t i tude - i s the fac t that 
Government's own finance and interest tend to oe concentrated upon evaluation 
which increasingly has become the major mode of research. An outstanding example 
i s the way in which the Government's desire f o r evaluation of i t s special Rural 
Development Programme concentrated a range of socia l science talent on this task, 
with the long term e f f e c t that tne or ig ina l l y intended repl icat ion of the Programme 
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on a large scale did not occur. Spec i f i c project evaluations are now the staple 
fare of the research inst i tutes as we nave already shown. 
The advantage of university based soc ia l science to government i s that 
i t s s l i ght distance from pol icy making permits a degree of r e f l e c t i on about issues 
without the distracting pressures of day to day concerns, I t seems clear that a 
productive relationship with government is one of tne essential factors f o r 
sustaining a vigorous social scifence community in the future and that the c r i t i ca l 
determinants of such a relationship are the creation of personal channels of 
inte l lec tual communication and the ab i l i t y of social science to educate as well 
as simply serve the c i v i l serv ice . The presence of Ministry o f f i c i a l s on the 
governing academic boards of the research inst i tutes is one channel through 
which this education take:- place. 
Closely associated with the emphasis on evaluation and the development 
of a research constitutency has been recurring preoccupation with dissemination 
by some socia l sc ient is ts who are arxious to foster close relationships with 
government and to see their ideas applied. Much thought has been given to 
f inding improved ways ot preparing and distr iouting f indings in easi ly d igest ib le 
form* The anxiety about the problem of communication between researchers and 
pol icy makers stems from the d i f f i c u l t y of demonstrating a casual relationship 
59, Inst i tute for Development Studies, Seio^d Overall hvaluation of tne 
Special Rural Development Programme, (University of Nairobi, 1975). 
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b e t w e e n a given research finding and a spec i f i c pol icy . However more important 
f o r the impact of research than formal channels f o r presenting f indings are the 
network of informal relationships which re la te researchers and policy makers 
and through which views- f indings a d a way of thinking about problems can be 
communicated. In this regard the small scale and centralized character of the 
po l i t i c a l system and the small number of social sc ient is ts combine to make 
possible l eve ls of access to policy makers and a ro le in decision making which 
are not shared by the i r peers in many other parts of the world. The practice 
of regular transfer between university and c i v i l service s t a f f in Tanzania i s 
the best example of th is , but in both countries channels of communican are 
close. 
However this same proximity can be a disadvantage as well as an advan-
tage. Because the East African universit ies are each single inst i tut ions locate 
in the capital c i ty the i r closeness to the seat of power and the centre of event 
gives social sc ient is ts a po l i t i c a l v i s i b i l i t y and hence occupational vulner-
ab i l i t y which would be less i f the universi t ies were located elsewhere or there 
were several such inst i tut ions in tne country. In an intimate and central ized 
po l i t i c a l system of which the university i s a part the l ine between advocacy of 
new ideas and strateg ies , as part of the responsibi l i ty of socia l science, and 
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cri t ic ism perceived as subversion i s not always easy to define „ Numerous 
events at the East African univers i t ies have provided v iv id reminders of the 
f r a g i l e standing of socia l science in the po l i t i c a l order. Makerere of course 
o f f e r s the most notable example. Few universit ies anywhere have suffered . the 
l eve l of Government oppression experienced by Makerere in the past f i v e years. 
In this period one v ice chancellor nas been murdered and two dismissed; student^ 
and s t a f f members have been imprisoned and k i l l ed ; the campus has been invaded 
and the student body physically humiliated; and v i r tua l ly a l l qual i f ied social 
sc ient is ts on the s ta f f have been driven into ex i l e , leaving the University a 
shel l of i t s former se l f s ta f f ed by junior Ugandans and expatriates from the 
Indian sub continent. 
Fortunately a much happier situation prevai ls at the Universit ies of 
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, out even at these inst i tut ions in smaller ways goverr 
SO. The idea and practice of academic freedom in African universit ies 
receives comprehensive erudite and illuminating attention in Coleman, James S. , 
"Academic Freedom in African Universities'" (Unpublished paper) and "The Academic 
freedom and Responsibi l i t ies of Foreign Scholars in African Universit ies, 
Issue. V I I , 2 (Spring 1977) pp. 14-32. 
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ment intervention has on occasions provoked a sense of vulnerabi l i ty among academi 
s t a f f . In Nairobi this was aroused f o r example by the six month closure of the 
university fol lowing a student demonstration in 1976, by the several occasions 
when r i o t pol ice seemed to be the f i r s t rather than the last recourse of the 
regime to student demands and by the unexplained detention of the Chairman of the 
Literature Department, and by the general be l ie f that government informers are 
present at particular social science courses, 
At Dar es Salaam several factors have combined to g ive government 
relationships with the university a more benign character than they have at the 
s i s t e r univers i t ies . A paramount factor i s the in te l l ec tua l stature of the 
President of the country who i s an act ive rather than a ceremonial Chancellor of 
the University and a frequent v i s i t o r to the campus. At the same time the 
dichotomy between town and gown i s less marked at Dar es Salaam than most 
univers i t ies . At a pract ical l eve l i t i s attenuated by the close involvement 
of s t a f f members in government committees and the practices of transfers between 
university and c i v i l service which has been mentioned. At the psychological l eve l 
dist inct ions are submerged in the sense of common cit izenship which i s an important 
part of the socia l ethos of the country. However this l eve l of intimacy i t s e l f 
has been a source f o r negative impact on the members of the academic s t a f f to the 
extent that the Government has not f e l t obliged to explain certain decisions 
a f f e c t ing the university and social sc ient is ts in part icular . The transfer of 
social science and other s t a f f has no occasion been arranged without any prior 
consultation with the individual a f fec ted or the university administration and the 
enforced retirement in 1977 of some socia l science members of s t a f f "in the public 
in te res t " had an authoritarian quality to i t which, whatever the p o l i t i c a l merits 
of the action, inevitably aroused some resentment by academic s t a f f f o r i t s manner. 
Yet despite these glaring instances which v i o l a t e western notions of academic 
freedom the p o l i t i c a l relat ionship between the government and the university in 
Kenya and Tanzania s t i l l permits that tolerance f o r disagreement or procedural 
l iberalism which Akiki Mujaju assessing the situation from the Uganda experience 
has suggested i s the condition f o r the survival of in te l l ec tua l endeavour: 
A l l the humanities and soc ia l sciences are l i k e l y to be a f fec ted 
unless procedural l iberal ism i s accepted. In f ac t the ent ire 
university i s in jeopardy without acceptance of a certain degree 
of disagreement on which ob ject ive analyses can be bui l t g1 
i r respect ive of the value assumptions of a p o l i t i c a l system. 
61, Mujaju, Akiki B., " Po l i t i c a l Science and P o l i t i c a l Science Research in 
A f r i ca " , The African Review, IV, 3 (September 1974). 
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At the same time i t i s not possible to conclude that in the i r relationsh: 
with the socia l economic and po l i t i c a l system the universi t ies have yet managed 
to achieve that posit ion of "equal among equals" which Shils has suggested i s a 
essential condition i f the university and the social science ac t i v i t y i t embodi 
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i s not to be permanently condemned to the periphery within i t s own culture. 
Technical Assistance Agencies 
The third main inf luence upon the development of East African soc ia l 
science has been the contribution of the technical assistance agencies. The 
early impetus to the development of social science was provided by thq Brit ish 
Ministry of Overseas Development the Rockefel ler and Ford Foundations and the 
Carnegie Corporation. The rat ionale for the ir interest was the i r acceptance of 
the importance of understanding the social concomitants to economic development 
and a be l ie f that social science could contribute to that understanding. In th 
past f i v e years there has been a massive increase in the funds avai lable for 
social science research and training and in the number of organizations providi 
i t . The pioneers of the early support have been joined by a ver i tab le hords of 
international promoters. The l i s t of international organizations currently 
providing support f o r social science research at the University of Dar es Salaa 
includes: The United Nations Sc i en t i f i c and Cultural Organization, the Nuffied 
Foundation, the Population Council, the development assistance agencies of Swed 
Finland, Norway, Britain and the United States, the Commonwealth Foundation the 
Fredrick Elbert Sti ftung Foundation and the D.A.A.D. Foundation of Germany, the 
International Development Research Centre, the Ford and Rockefel ler Foundations 
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plus several national and regional organization. 
External support has contributed substantially to the emergence and grow 
of socia l science and whatever achievement are related to th is . Among the most 
obvious of such achievements are the vast increase in knowledge about East A f r i 
and the expansion of teaching materials by East African authors. Support f o r 
v i s i t ing social sc ient i s ts has enaoled local social science to keep in touch wi 
external developments in the various professions and that f o r social science 
training as helped to create a social science community. 
62. Shi ls, Edward, :The Academic Profession in India" , Minerva, V I I , 2 (Spri 
1969), p. 364. 
University of Dar es Salaam, "List of external grants to the University, 
1978", (mimeograph, March 1979). 
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The volume and emphasis of support have also had some debateable effects. 
Although £he external agencies do not operate in concert they tend to adopt a 
"missing' attributes" concept of development which views lack of information as 
the main' bottleneck to development and i t s provision through a methodical social 
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science as the urgent need. This philosophical predisposition is rainforced 
by the practical need of most agencies to be able to claim visible and tangible 
short tehm "results". The combined e f f e c t i s to produce a powerful demand for 
policy-oriented research. This has been more true for the national technical 
assistance agencies than for Foundations which have in the past been willing to 
fund basip training and research and to take a long term perspective, but in the 
past f ive years the applied emphasis has become a general tendency with important 
effects. In the f i r s t place because of the need fo r quickly produced and externally 
recognizable results the concept of research which most donor agencies bring to 
bear tends to emphasise types of evaluation which have strong international 
currency'. The Government agencies in part icular as a matter of policy now seek 
out East African social scientists as consultants. This is undoubtedlu an improve-
ment on the ear l ier exclusive re l iance on expatriates although i t does have the 
short teriji e f f ec t of intensifying the extent to which social science research 
consists of concultancies. Furthermore because of the limited number or local 
scientists and the extent of their competing commitments the effect secondly is 
that the need of Government Ministries and the international agencies themselves 
for policy-relevant information quickly exceeds Itbe capacity of local institutions 
to supply i t . The sheer volume of demand has led to a willingness by the 
Government to support expatriate researchers in the research units of the 
universities and government as a short term expedient. The situation is a 
temporary one which wi l l change as the number of local social scientists expands. 
Increasing numbers wi l l reduce the need fo r expatriates, diminish the excessive 
expectations to which any single social sc ient is t i s currently subject, permit 
greater functional special ization and ecourage more permanent careers whether in 
academic or applied work. In the meantime in Kenya a second by-product of the 
extent of demand for research information has been the emergence of a number of 
private consulting companies organized almost entirely for the purpose of re-
sponding to Government and international agency contracts for applied 
social science. Four such companies, owned and run by Kenyans, emerged in 1978, 
The extent to which social science becomes established and ligitimized 
depends upon i t s ab i l i t y to create i t s own professional reward structure and mean, 
of self expression. This in turn depends upon how useful i t is seen to be by thi 
user community in sypplying pol icy information and in the broader sense of 
64. See Streeten, Paul, op . c i t . , p. 7. 
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expressing the major symbolic concerns of the society. Without local recognition, 
encouragement and means of expression social science would remain an ar t i f i c ia l 
activity heavily dependent upon foreign funds and responsive to concerns emenating 
outside Africa. The recognition achieved so far by social science has largely 
been for i ts potential ro le in leg i t imiz ing pol icy . 
The technical assistencies have tended to re inforce this applied character 
of social science and contributed an additional problem in that by definition 
they constituted powerful reward structure which inavitably ' influences the 
form and content of research. Because technical assistance agencies have the 
responsibility for keeping in touch with the dominant concerns of international 
social science they tend to favour these issues when considering support for social 
science in developing countries. Examples of such topics in the East African c 
context are womens studies, papulation, envir'onmeht issues and unemployment. 
Making available support f o r the study of such topics can from one perspective 
be viewed as a helpful means of concentrating local attention on the critical 
global issues of our time. From the standpoint of the long term development of 
regional social science excessive provision, or provision from a particular 
perspective, can distort the natural evolution of the way in which local 
realities are translated into research projects . Where a socia l science community 
is strong and numerous the concentration of resources on such imported concerns 
and frameworks does not more than provide useful emphasis within a variegate 
overall pattern of research, but where as in East A f r ica , i t i s fragi le and 
small they can pre-empt the research agenda and preoccupy the research community. 
From the assumption that centres of socia l science strength l i e outside 
East Africa comes the conclusion that local social science can be reinforced by 
the provision of opportunities f o r contact with the international community of 
scholars. Much technical assistance has concentrated on supplying this opportunity. 
Virtually al l university soc ia l sc ient is ts did their graduate training at an 
overseas university under some kind of fore ign scholarship support. Once they 
have returned opportunities f o r the most senior and the most able to travel 
have been extensive. A survey of the extent to which senior East African 
university of social sc ient is ts t rave l l ed outside their country in the year 
1978 revealed that those above the l e ve l of lecturer averaged f i v e opportunities 
for travel outside the country with almost half of these being to the United 
States or Europe. In part the attract ion of external v i s i t s are economic ones 
and the straightforward desire to see new places. Primarily however they are 
for the professional purpose of gaining access to good l ibrar ies , computer fac i -
l i t i es and the fraternity of fore ign scholars. I t i s l i k e l y that the level of 
travel of social scientists in 1978 on balance had a pos i t i ve rather than 
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negative e f f e c t on the development of social science as a consequence of the 
materials, ideas and contacts which were brought back. I t i s equally clear 
that f o r a few individuals conference part ic ipat ion and study tours become 
an end in themselves. Such cases point to a possible general danger that ex-
cessive provision for outside travel can quickly take people beyound the point 
of in te l l ec tua l stimulus and simply distract them from their socia l contribution 
and stunt the growth of the embryonic local profession. To some extent home in-
s t i tut iona l respons ib i l i t i es counterbalance the attract ion of these inducements, 
but there can be l i t t l e doubt that the problem of too many opportunities for 
keeping in touch with international socia l science i s the emasculation of the 
national and regional var iety . 
A d i f f e r en t kind of international impact i s produced by opportunities 
not simply to make foreign v i s i t s but to work overseas f o r extended periods 
in international agencies or fore ign univers i t ies . East A f r i ca has not l i ke 
Nigeria suffered from the emigration of large numbers of i t s most talented 
socia l sc i ent i s ts , but some emigration has occurred. I t i s instruct ive to 
look at the whereabouts and a c t i v i t i e s of the f i r s t indigenous Department Heads 
for the departments of Economics, Sociologists one remains in charge of his 
department, a second i s Director of the Council f o r the Development of Economic 
and Social Research in A f r i ca , and the third i s a professor at an American 
University. In po l i t i c a l science the f i r s t head of the Department at Makerere 
and A f r i c a ' s best known in te l l e c tua l , Professor A l i Mazrui, i s now a professor 
at the University of Michigan and in 1979 was also Chairman of the African 
Studies Association of the United States, and the de l iverer of the famed Reith 
Lectures of the Brit ish Broadcasting Corporation. Both his East African 
counterparts are heads of international inst i tut ions dealing with public 
management and administration, one at the United Nations Centre f o r Research on 
Afr ican Development in Casablanca and the other at the East African Management 
Ins t i tute . Of the economists one works f o r the World Bank in Washington, the 
other f o r the United Nations in Nairobi and the third having l e f t the university 
to become economic advisor to the President of Tanzania i s currently on the 
secretar iat of the Brandt Commission in Geneva. In no case can these individuals 
be said to have moved ent i re ly outside the i r profession. 
I t seems l i k e l y that this kind of internationalism may assist local 
social science by giv ing i t a voice in the world community. This can be so only i f 
a strong local soc ia l science community already exists and can i t s e l f provide the 
kind of professional sa t i s fac t ion sought by socia l sc ient i s ts and, while drawing 
on the insights and resources of international socia l science can retain i t s re-
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sponsiveness to loca l needs. The challenge to external agencies in the present 
phase of social science development i s to f ind ways of strengthening the loca l 
reward structure which can balance the local inducement of consultancy research 
or the international inducement with i t s attendant risk of separation from the 
local profession. Some poss ib i l i t i e s are already evident. Support f o r loca l 
publications, f o r professional writing and f o r scholarly as opposed to consulting 
activity would seem to be among tne ways in which external agencies can further 
contribute to the growtn of tne :o.al profession without undermining i t s 
independence. 
CONCLUSION 
The e f f e c t i v e development of social science depends upon the creation of 
institutions committed to the production of knowledge, the acquisit ion of sources 
of financial support from Government and other patrons, the expansion of public 
understanding of socia l science and a measure of consensus about the purposes of 
social science and the means to their attainment. 
In East Afr ica the idea of social science has in the space of f i f t e e n 
years taken tangible shape through the foundation of university departments, the 
emergence of an indigenous community of scholars and the production of an impress 
volume of writing on East African society. Some of the preconditions f o r sustair 
development already exist wnile others have yet to be f irmly established. The 
creation of an infrastructure for social science— the development of departments 
and curricula, journals* graduate programmes, research ins t i tutes , relationships 
with the community— and the demands of teaching have inevitably pre-occupied tht 
f i rs t generation of East African scholars sometimes at the expense of sustained 
research. Inst i tut ional ized professional research roles do exist but are f rag i l e 
and the word research has been applied to a wide range of a c t i v i t i e s from s i gn i f i 
cant fact finding to quasi journa l i s t i c commentary and unequivocal polemics. The 
energies and interests of socia l sc ient is ts have been dispersed across a wide 
range of ac t i v i t i es . This has par t ia l l y been a consequence of the number of 
available opportunities in re la t ion to trained people, but more important has beE 
a sense of national duty which has led soc ia l sc ient is ts to take on work which 
seems to have pract ical relevance rather than necessarily to concentrate on what 
they were trained to do. 
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While social science in East Afr ica has not suffered from lack of 
f inancia l resources i t has not yet succeeded in the more d i f f i c u l t and more 
important task of establishing sol id public support f o r i t . To the extent 
that there has been public indi f ference and antipathy to social science i t i s 
partly because the task of creating an infrastructure has not permitted socia l 
science to f u l l y address a l l the problems which i t s early promoters promised i t 
would tackle. More important, however, in any public disillusionment or 
misunderstanding i s the fact that the or ig inal expectations about wnat socia l 
science could do went far beyond what i t could r e a l i s t i c a l l y achieve. The 
dominant expectation in East Afr ica has been that socia l science could produce 
pol icy-relevant information and solve pract ical problems of development. I t 
i s clear with the benefit of hindsight that this emphasis, because exaggerated, 
has had a l imit ing e f f e c t on the development of socia l science. Although one 
important consequence of the policy emphasis on East African socia l science has 
been that i t s subject matter has become rooted in East African problems, i t has 
had other less sat is factory e f f e c t s . In the f i r s t place, the pressure to 
provide 'answers' and 'recommendations' has led to a concentration upon factors 
which are subject to manipulation rather than on the more inaccessible i n s t i -
tutional processes or more fundamental aspects of the socia l order, sometimes to 
the detriment of causal analysis. Secondly, i t has provided a standing temptation 
to general ize beyond the evidence to spurious claims of va l id i t y f o r pol icy • . 
recommendations which also ignore the numerous non-controllable and especial ly 
po l i t i c a l factors that determine the pol icy outcomes. I t i s possible to point 
•jC 
to the odd instance where social science research has been the basis for f a r -
reaching policy and this has usually been a situation where the same individual 
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was involved in both the research and i t s implementation. I t i s possible in 
several more instances to show that particular decisions related to awareness of 
a research f inding. I t i s however extremely d i f f i c u l t to demonstrate with any 
p laus ib i l i t y that most of the research done on East A f r ica has had a s ign i f i cant 
e f f e c t on what has subsequently happened in the policy arena in which the research 
was conducted. The connections between research and knowledge, knowledge and 
65. A good example from Kenya involves work which i s discribed in Somerset, 
Anthony, "Socio Economic Influences on Primary School Performance; the 
Poss ib i l i t i e s and Limits of Change", paper presented at a Conference on "Social 
Science Research and Educational Ef fect iveness" , (Be l lag io , I t a l y , July 25-29, 
mil s a g d K M e . a S - k i H S i s a ^ E S t ^ B i K ' E ^ ^ s a ^ ^ v 1 ^ ^ ? ^ ^ ; 
of Education, mimeograph, 1978.) 
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policy, and policy and outcome are tenuous in any context, governed as they are 
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by political reality, practical f e a s i b i l i t y and human idiosyncracy. The 
vulnerability of.social science to j u s t i f i ab l e cr i t ic ism in East Africa has come 
from its limited ability to measure up to the claims of policy relevance which 
have repeatedly been made on i t s behalf. This i s not to conclude that social 
science which is at once broader, more r e a l i s t i c abd more demonstrablw than that 
which has prevailed in East Afr ica. Perhaps as a basis f o r a re-appraisal of the 
purposes and prospects of social science we have to ask ourselves again the 
fundamental question of whether the development of social science is in fact of 
continued important and i f i t i s why this might be so. In proceeding to this 
task i t may be useful to keep in mind the answer given by Professor Clifford 
Geertz to a similar question concerning social science in a different Third 
World setting: 
The customary reply is to say: the country must modernise i f i t is 
to propser; i t can only modernise i f certain major social problems 
are solved; those problems can only be solved i f certain sorts of 
knowledge are available; and social science can provide such know-
ledge. For my own part, I am dubious. As yet no country has 
modernised whatever that term may mean - on the basis of the social 
sciences, and, looking around at what knowledge those sciences have 
so far produced, I do not see a large prospect of any country doing 
so. Perhaps a finding here and there w i l l help in avoiding avoidable 
errors; the habit of thinking abstractly and systematically about 
social affairs is a useful one f o r any people and dispassion is a 
trait in short supply in every po l i t i c a l system in the world. But 
practicality, in the narrow sense, rather ends there. The argument 
for stimulating the social sciences must rest on other grounds than 
the faith that they wi l l provide ingenious methods for transforming 
stagnation into movement. I t must rest on the far deeper and stronger 
argument that they are a form of in te l l ec tua l movement, that they are 
part of what we mean by modernity .^ 
The dominant expectation that the exclusive purpose of social science should 
be to furnish answers to problems of central pol icy i s being modified and supple-
mented in East Africa. The starting point of this process is an understanding 
of development which stresses the goals of public wel fare, collective self-reliance 
and a decentralized planning process, coupled with a recognition that the service 
of such goals by social science i s constrained among other things by the extent . 
to which national policy is i t s e l f committed to the ir attainment, Two particular 
55. Issues concerning the relevance of socia l science research to public 
policy in the United States are discussed in Lynn Lurence E. '(eds) Knowledge and 
Policy: The Uncertain Connection, (Washington, National Academy of Sciences, 1978). 
57. Geertz, Cli f ford, "Social Science Pol icy in a New State: A Programme for 
~ne Stimulation or the Social Sciences in Indonesia", Minerva, X.,3 (July 1974) 
PP. 365-381. 
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trends which react against the narrow pol icy emphasis of East African social 
science have been ident i f i ed in this paper. 
•ne trend c r i t i c i z e s socia l science f o r i t s university-centredness, i t s 
e l i t ism and its. part in the jus t i f i ca t i on of centralized planning. The argument 
i s that i t cannot serve society simply through i t s contribution to central 
planning but' must be part of a process of action and co l l e c t i v e involvement 
which makes social science a thing of popular concern and control . As we have 
seen there have been a number of attempts to broaden the concept and involve-
ment of social science— through such a c t i v i t i e s as mult i-discipl inary research, 
teaching through research programmes, the insistence on pract ical work experience 
as a precondition f o r university admission at the University of Dar es Salaam, 
new forms of evaluation such as those associated with the novel teacher training 
programs fo r universal primary education in Tanzania and especial ly through some 
part ic ipatory research pro jects . However, they have not yet reached the point 
where social science attracts large numbers who are convinced of i t s u t i l i t y 
and involved in i t s formulation. 
The second trend which i s evident sees the main l imi tat ion of present-
day East African social science less in i t s technology and university base than 
in i t s very preoccupation with pol icy and p rac t i ca l i t y . I t views the important 
ro le of social science not as the pursuit of solutions but the a b i l i t y to pose 
fundamental questions about the nature and direct ion of soc iety . From th is 
standpoint the important issue for East African social science i s whether i t i s 
asking such questions. 
The two approaches have d i f f e rent training implications in that one sees 
social science as a matter of mass education and the other as the requirement of 
a small number of highly trained professional researchers. However the two are 
not mutually exclusive and are in fact being pursued simultaneously in East 
A f r i ca . I t i s possible to ident i f y several l ines of action which might help 
to build on both the trends which have been iden t i f i ed a s a means of strengthen-
ing the idea of socia l science. 
In the f i r s t place a major condition f o r the continued development of the 
social sciences are measures to strengthen professional research ro les and to 
in tens i fy a sense of socia l science vocation. Support f o r scholarly journals, 
f o r long term as opposed to contract research pro jects , f o r analysis of data as 
tnought 
much a s the i r co l l ec t ion and f o r r e f l e c t i on and/through short writing sabbatical 
would a l l seem to be ways of strengthening the scholarly rather than the 
pol icy-directed strand of socia l science endeavour in an environment which i s 
not now very supportive of this emphasis. 
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Secondly finding ways of strengthening the concept of research i tse l f , and 
helping to specify the d i f f erent a c t i v i t i e s embodied i s the term, can make a useful 
contribution at this stage of the development of socia l science. In particular as 
interest expands in participatory research i t i s important that efforts be made tc 
define where the potential and l imitat ions of this approach l i e . At the moment 
the virtues of participatory research tend to be expressed in negative terms 
defined by the most evident l imitat ions of survey methods, and before this approach 
is also debilitated by the exaggerated claims made on i t s behalf i t is important 
to try and keep track of where i t can deepen and where i t i s more likely to 
confuse our understanding of socia l r ea l i t y . 
We have argued that the domination of socia l science by a rationale stress-
ing its policy relevance has inhibited i t s development and yet this, like the 
positive faith in i ts practical relevance, in an assertion subject to some 
verification. I t would be instruct ive to treat the relationship between research 
and policy as an hypothesis and devote some in te l l ec tua l energy towards an attempt 
to assess this relationship in the case of some ident i f i ed research projects or 
particular policies. I t i s impossible to be d e f i n i t i v e about the connection, but 
now that there is a sizable body of socia l science research which has been carried 
out in the name of policy relevance i t would be helpful to have a more exact 
picture than we do now of the impact, i f any, of this work, the ways in 
which i t has received expression, and the conditions which seem to have 
determined the forms and extent of i t s u t i l i za t i on . An alternative and perhaps 
more useful means of examining the connection would be to start with some major 
policies, or self help projects, and discover whether at a l l , and i f so in what 
ways, they have drawn upon a relevant body of research knowledge at various 
points of their formulation and execution. 
Fourthly although the subject of computer applications in social science 
research is one which trends to exci te both emotion and ideology i t is better that 
i t be addressed by relat ively benign social sc ient is ts than l e f t in the hands of 
computer technicians. Workshops and projects which u t i l i z e data processing 
techniques and provide instruction are useful to the extent that they help extend 
computer literacy and with i t more understanding when currently exists of the 
benefits and limitations of a contraversial technology. 
Fifthly more systematic consideration of socia l science training is an 
urgent necessity. Despite the growth and innovation in graduate education of 
-ast African university departments i t remains the case that a Ph.D. at an over-
seas university has the greatest prest ige f o r prospective East African social 
scientists. The escalating costs of overseas training coupled with the enhanced 
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a b i l i t y of loca l departments to mount graduate programmes make i t t imely to 
inves t iga te the range of possible a l ternat ives to four or f i v e year overseas Ph.D 
courses which may be r e l a t i v e l y more e f f e c t i v e f o r the training of future soc ia l 
68 
sc i en t i s t s . The locat ion of training which involves the acquisi t ion of a 
universal technology i s r e l a t i v e l y less important than the case of soc ia l scienqe 
f o r which the main subject matter i s soc iety i t s e l f . At th i s stage in the develop-
ment of East Afr ican soc ia l science the soc iety of in teres t to soc ia l s c i en t i s t s has 
to be the i r own and to take themselves out of i t f o r four or f i v e years would appear 
to be a rather dubious contribution to the process of developing s k i l l s relevant 
to the development of loca l knowledge. Both univers i t i es and those who support 
graduate training have paid l i p serv ice to the idea of reducing dependence upon a 
s ing le form of overseas t ra in ing, and to such notions as combination degrees which 
involve shorter and more intensive periods overseas than i s currently the case 
but these ideas have not yet received much pract ica l implementation. 
F inal ly because of the importance of public understanding of soc ia l 
science f o r support of i t s development, but the evident f r a g i l i t y of th is under-
standing in East A f r i ca , i t i s important to pursue ways in which i t can be 
expanded. Among such measures are continued emphasis upon educational programmes 
and development a c t i v i t i e s which include research, not simply f o r these destined 
f o r research careers but f o r a l l who are involved in the task of development. 
Included here would be part ic ipatory research a c t i v i t i e s . The need, as Professor 
Hyden has emphasized, i s to develop more useful conceptual s k i l l s among the public, 
not f o r the purpose of providing prac t i ca l answers to s p e c i f i c po l icy problems, 
but more general ly to f o s t e r an in t e l l e c tua l environment in which po l i c i e s can 
be meaningfully assessed .^ 
Whatever i n i t i a t i v e s dominate the next phase of the development of soc ia l 
science in East A f r i ca they w i l l be governed by the p o l i t i c a l , educational and 
administrative context in which they are launched. Among the most important 
contextual fac tors are the paramountcy of p o l i t i c a l issues in determining what i s 
possib le , the c r i t i c a l inf luence of the administrative and technical culture on 
the forms of soc ia l science, the commitment of the un ivers i t i es t o scholarship, 
the extent of popular comprehension of and par t ic ipat ion in soc ia l science 
a c t i v i t y , and a re lat ionship with government authority which permits act ive 
soc ia l research without s a c r i f i c i ng what i s i n t e l l e c t u a l l y valuable. Our review 
68. Court, David, "Scholarships and University Development. . . . " op . c i t . 
69. Hyden, Goran, op . c i t . 
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of the evolution of socia l science in East A f r i ca has suggested that a further 
factor contributing to i t s e f f e c t i v e development may be a continuing scholarly 
pre-occupation with ident i f y ing the indiv idual and ins t i tu t i ona l attributes and 
social conditions that nourish the kind of soc ia l science that is desired. 
